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'It's NOT Okay'
Fort Worth ISD's anti-bullying initiative has earned national recognition, but LGBT advocates say it isn't doing enough to protect queer youth
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Resource Center Dallas to take over Youth First Texas on June 1

Resource Center Dallas will assume all programming from Youth First Texas on June 1 as a result of an agreement reached between the two organizations, according to a release sent out by RCD on April 30.

This will ensure a continuation of programming for LGBTQ youth, which was in doubt earlier this year after the previous YFT board had dwindled and remaining members either resigned or were removed. After RCD assumes YFT programming, YFT will become a program of RCD. Programming will continue with YFT’s current staff and volunteers at its present location at 3918 Harry Hines Blvd.

“Our strategic vision is to expand programs for seniors, families and youth,” RCD CEO Cece Cox said in the release. “As Resource Center Dallas nears its 30th anniversary, we are eager to take on the new challenges of serving our community’s youth and plan to work with the youth to develop additional programs and services. We will build upon the significant foundation and broad community support established by Youth First Texas over their 13 years of service.”

Richard Gordon was one of YFT’s first board members. He returned to the board in January to become interim chair after all previous board members resigned.

“I am confident that the LGBTQ youth of North Texas will greatly benefit by the Center taking on the programming offered by Youth First,” Gordon said.

5 GetEQUAL TX activists arrested in state ENDA protest at Capitol

Cd Kirven and four other GetEQUAL TX activists were released on $1,500 bail each on May 1. They were charged with class-B misdemeanors.

Cd Kirven and four other GetEQUAL TX activists were released on $1,500 bail each on May 1. They were charged with class-B misdemeanors. The five held sit-ins in state Senate offices to protest Senate bill SB 237 not being moved to the Senate floor for a vote. The legislation is a statewide LGBT employment nondiscrimination law.

“We have three weeks to push hard,” Kirven said. “GetEQUAL TX had threatened action if the bill was not moved to the Senate floor by May 1. Kirven said additional actions are planned.

While they were being arrested, Kirven said she was talking to officers about the lack of workplace protection for LGBT people.

“No wonder you’re doing this,” she said her arresting officer told her.

Kirven said a vote from just one of four Republican Senators targeted is needed to move the bill to the floor.

A preliminary hearing for the arrested activists is set for May 15, but defense attorney Dax Garvin left the country this morning for several weeks. His associate Makenna Hatter said the first hearing is always reset in Travis County so the case will probably be rescheduled for the end of the month.

Garvin also represents Dallas marriage-equality demonstrators Major and Beau Jimenez.

Kirven said GetEQUAL plans polling place demonstrations on May 11, when municipal elections are held throughout the state, to let the public know about the lack of workplace protections. She said other actions are planned in and around the Capitol through the session until the bill moves to the floor of both houses for a vote.

Class-B misdemeanors are punishable by a fine of up to $2,000 and/or a jail sentence of up to 180 days. The court may also impose a maximum of two years of probation or three years of community supervision with an extension.

Kirven said she’s not sure if the charges against the group will stick. The Texas Capitol is considered public park land.

“You can’t criminally trespass on public land,” she said.

In 2010, Kirven was arrested in former House Speaker Nancy Pelosi’s office in Washington, D.C., demonstrating for the federal ENDA bill. After serving six months probation, charges were dismissed.

After posting bail in Austin on Wednesday night, Kirven returned to Dallas and got home about 3 a.m.

“They haven’t seen the last of us,” Kirven said.

— David Taffet
A Letter From Hon. Ed Oakley

Dear Friends,
It was my great honor to serve as your City Council representative from 2001-2007. The time that I spent serving on your behalf was one of the most meaningful and rewarding periods of my life.

Because of that, I feel compelled to write you about the current race for District 1 between Delia Jasso and Scott Griggs. Since leaving office in 2007, I have followed the leadership on the Council I feel strongly that Delia has done such a great job of representing the citizens of District 1 that I must speak out.

Delia has demonstrated her leadership abilities time and time again. I believe that she is a true rising star in Dallas. She has done outstanding work, serving on the Dallas Park Board for 7 years and City Council for four years. During that time, she learned how to handle the critical day-to-day issues that our residents face, such as code enforcement, public safety, crime reduction, zoning, economic development, and transportation. If you talk to the people who live in District 1 or the business owners there, they will tell you that Delia came through for them time and time again.

Delia went to Washington to lobby for the funds to bring the streetcar to Oak Cliff. She worked to bring the first complete streets to Bishop Arts District and funding for Kidd Springs Recreation Fitness Center

She has won over 200 endorsements from people like you. She was endorsed by The Dallas Morning News in 2009 & 2010, the Police and Firefighter Associations, the Real Estate Council. People of all races and income levels have endorsed Delia. She has support from the all over the district.

I strongly urge you to vote for Delia Jasso for Dallas City Council District 1. It is rare that we see someone so dedicated and experienced to serve on the City Council. Oak Cliff needs her now more than ever.

Early voting begins April 29 and runs through May 7, and the election is Saturday, May 11. If you would like a yard sign or further information about Delia, you can contact her campaign by calling 214-984-7279, or you can go to her website at www.deliajasso.com.

Thank you for your time, and thank you for the honor of serving as your Councilmember in the past.

Ed Oakley
FORT WORTH — When Carina Perry came out last year in middle school, she wasn’t sure how to talk about it with friends and family.

She wanted a space where she and other LGBT students could discuss problems they were having and help educate others to prevent people from calling fellow students “faggot” and using the expression, “That’s so gay.”

“It took me a while to be comfortable to come out to family and friends. And it took a while to be comfortable to talk about it,” she said. “It just gets annoying when they keep telling you you’re not good enough.”

Now a freshman at Arlington Heights High School, Perry, 14, started a campus Gay-Straight Alliance in March. The group meets weekly to address bullying, coming out and how to stop anti-LGBT sentiment from peers.

“It was originally a place where we could feel safe and have a place to be comfortable,” she said. “It’s becoming a place where we can educate about what it means to be LGBT.”

LGBT advocates in Fort Worth said GSAs like the one at Arlington Heights are filling a void left by the district’s anti-bullying program, called the “It’s Not Okay” initiative, which they say doesn’t have a strong enough LGBT component.

Fort Worth ISD has had a fully LGBT inclusive anti-bullying policy since 2011. And the It’s Not OK, which recently made news when it was picked up by a national consulting firm, includes a video filmed by gay Fort Worth City Councilman Joel Burns.

But LGBT advocates have called INOK “window dressing.” Jon Nelson, president of the LGBT group Fairness Fort Worth, was heavily involved in making the district’s anti-bullying policy LGBT-inclusive in 2011. Nelson said no such policy can be effective without proper training of staff and reporting of incidents.

“Each one of those aspects is equally important. If one of those components fails, anti-bullying procedure fails,” Nelson said. “One of the ways to determine if this training and dissemination of information is effective is to ask the students.”

Nelson was invited to attend a training in the fall for school counselors and hasn’t been informed of any other trainings. He said LGBT-inclusive training needs to part of any program, instead of “some nebulous training that focuses on disrespect.”

Nelson also said the school district needs an LGBT liaison so questions about implementation and effectiveness of the school’s efforts “can become answers before they become problems.”

District defends initiative

The It’s Not Okay initiative, or “INOK,” targets multiple aspects of disrespect and ways to report it, including bullying, teen dating violence, sexting, suicide, sexual harassment and substance abuse, according to FWISD officials. The initiative started three years ago when employees working to end employee harassment decided to create a program for students.

New York-based Positive Promotions recently picked up the program for national distribution and the district will receive royalties based on sales. For example, the district would get a 20 percent royalty on sales up to $250,000. Kathryn Everest, guidance and counseling director, said the district will begin reviewing the materials with the company over the summer.

Everest claims students in GSAs didn’t want the INOK program to single LGBT students out, so it’s an all-inclusive initiative that aims to change the social norm that being different is wrong. And Everest said students can report incidents online or by text so they can help another student who isn’t comfortable reporting something.

Aspects of the program’s materials on monthly topics are LGBT-inclusive, such as suicide data on LGBT teens when bullying is discussed in classrooms, Everest said. The program began to target adults this year with a video all faculty and staff were shown on campuses during in-service days at the beginning of the school year.

Gay Fort Worth Councilman Joel Burns narrated the video for adults, showing that bullying and harassment isn’t acceptable at any age.

Filling a Void | Carina Perry, a freshman at Arlington Heights High School, started a Gay-Straight Alliance to address bullying, coming out and how to stop anti-LGBT sentiment from peers. (Anna Waugh/Dallas Voice)
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LGBT immigrants to participate in Citizenship for All march in Dallas

Quir Dallas, a group for undocumented LGBT immigrants, will participate in the Citizenship for All march in downtown Dallas on May 5. LGBT and straight allies are welcome to join.

Lucy Martinez asked people to bring Pride flags, and posters will be provided.

As an immigration reform bill works its way through Congress, LGBT inclusion has been the greatest point of contention.

Republicans in the Senate Judiciary Committee have insisted the Uniting American Families Act, which would allow a U.S. citizen to sponsor a same-sex partner for residency, be omitted from the bill.

Martinez said transgender rights are also not adequately addressed in the legislation.

"Stop profiling immigrant trans women," she said.

Trans detainees are usually housed according to their birth gender or subjected to long periods of solitary confinement.

Many are asylum-seekers who would be murdered in their home countries.

Amendments to the bill must be submitted by May 7 and the committee will vote the week of May 13, according to Immigration Equality spokesman Steve Ralls.

Both Texas senators sit on the committee and are among eight Republicans who have "drawn a line in the sand" to exclude same-sex partners, he said.

The DREAM Act and repeal of the one-year filing deadline for asylum remain in the bill. Both benefit LGBT immigrants.

The DREAM Act would give immigrants who arrived as minors with their parents and remain undocumented a path to citizenship. The asylum provision refers to a rule that within a year of arrival, a person must ask for asylum. Circumstances such as coming out more than a year after arrival are not taken into consideration.

But UAFA is a major concern. Under current law, an opposite-sex spouse may sponsor his or her partner. A same-sex spouse may not.

Ralls said a large proportion of LGBT undocumented immigrants are raising children, but a child cannot sponsor a parent until the child is 21 years old.

"The child doesn't have the ability to keep his parents together in the U.S.," Ralls said. "If we get a good Supreme Court decision, that will take care of things for most LGBT couples."

The Supreme Court heard a case challenging the Defense of Marriage Act in March. The ruling is expected at the end of June.

If DOMA is declared unconstitutional, same-sex couples could travel to equality states. For immigration purposes, their marriages would be recognized by the federal government even in inequality states.

The non-resident spouse could then apply for a Green Card.

Ralls said the most effective thing to do is to contact members of Congress to tell personal stories.

A 2011 Williams Institute study estimated 28,574 binational same-sex couples live in the U.S. Of those, 1,607 live in Texas.

The Citizenship for All march begins at Cathedral of Guadalupe and finishes at city hall.

QuirDallas will meet at 12:30 p.m. in front of the Meyerson Symphony Center. The march begins at 1:30 p.m. QuirDallas.org.

— David Taffet

Harper is a young beautiful golden boy who craves affection. Nothing makes him happier than being with people who love on him. He’s playful, but also very gentle, keeping his claws retracted when reaching for your hand. And that’s good since he’s a polydactyl! Come visit Harper, A780221, at Dallas Animal Services, 1818 N. Westmoreland at I-30 in Dallas.

The Adoption Center is open 11 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Monday to Saturday and 12 noon until 5 p.m. on Sunday. All adopted pets are spayed or neutered, vaccinated, and microchipped. Standard adoption fees are $95 for dogs and $75 for cats, but right now they’re offering $30 adoption fees for pets 1 year or older. We also offer discounts on adoption fees for pets who have been at the Adoption Center more than 4 weeks, for pets over 6 years of age, to any senior citizen that adopts a pet, and to anyone adopting more than one pet at a time. For more information, visit DallasAnimalServices.org or Facebook.com/DallasAnimalServices. Photo contributed by Judi Burnett.
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Dallas Mayor Mike Rawlings is so frustrated that a resolution in support of marriage equality has been brought before the Dallas City Council that he doesn’t know how he’ll vote on the issue. “I haven’t decided,” Rawlings told Dallas Voice on Thursday, May 2. “I’m so upset about this maneuver ...”

The mayor said while he “unequivocally” supports marriage equality, he believes the resolution is a misuse of the council’s time because the city has no control over the issue. “It’s not the council’s responsibility to opine on issues that are not in its jurisdiction, and ergo it’s a misuse of their time,” Rawlings told the Voice, doubling down on statements he made to the Dallas Morning News a day before.

“I’m a big believer in advocating marriage equality in the right way, but not from the debating standpoint and voting standpoint at City Council,” Rawlings said. “I am pro-marriage equality. I’m not for voting for it at the City Council.”

Despite his feelings about the resolution, Rawlings has no choice under city charter but to place it on the council agenda on or before June 12. That’s because Councilman Scott Griggs, who authored the resolution, obtained the required five signatures from council members before filing it on Friday, April 26, triggering the deadline.

Griggs says he has votes needed to pass measure backing same-sex marriage, employment protections, but mayor calls it ‘misuse’ of time

Dallas Mayor Mike Rawlings is so frustrated that a resolution in support of marriage equality has been brought before the Dallas City Council that he doesn’t know how he’ll vote on the issue.

“I haven’t decided,” Rawlings told Dallas Voice on Thursday, May 2. “I’m so upset about this maneuver ...”

The mayor said while he “unequivocally” supports marriage equality, he believes the resolution is a misuse of the council’s time because the city has no control over the issue.

“It’s not the council’s responsibility to opine on issues that are not in its jurisdiction, and ergo it’s a misuse of their time,” Rawlings told the Voice, doubling down on statements he made to the Dallas Morning News a day before.

“I’m a big believer in advocating marriage equality in the right way, but not from the debating standpoint and voting standpoint at City Council,” Rawlings said. “I am pro-marriage equality. I’m not for voting for it at the City Council.”

Despite his feelings about the resolution, Rawlings has no choice under city charter but to place it on the council agenda on or before June 12.

That’s because Councilman Scott Griggs, who authored the resolution, obtained the required five signatures from council members before filing it on Friday, April 26, triggering the deadline.

Griggs announced this week that he believes he has the eight votes needed for the resolution to pass — with or without the mayor’s support. “I don’t believe it’s a misuse of council time at all,” Griggs said. “We have the required number of signatures, so we have other council members who don’t believe it’s a waste of time, and we have eight votes, so that’s an indication that it’s not a waste of time.”

Griggs compared the resolution to proclamations and special recognitions that are issued regularly at the start of council meetings, taking up as much as an hour of the council’s time in a typical meeting.

In addition to marriage equality, Griggs’ resolution calls for a statewide ban on anti-LGBT employment discrimination. Griggs noted that Dallas has had an ordinance banning anti-LGBT discrimination in employment wide since 2002. However, the city has never prosecuted a complaint under the ordinance — in part because there is no state or federal law to back it up.

“This is something the city has had in place for a decade, and if we can get some help from the state, it would be great,” Griggs said. “We can influence things that are going on at the state and national level just by taking a stand. If Dallas passes this, we’re really sending a strong message to Austin and D.C.”

Griggs said those who’ve committed to vote in favor of the resolution are Delia Jasso, Angela Hunt, Pauline Medrano, Monica Alonzo, Dwaine Caraway, Jerry Allen and Sandy Greyson.

He began working on the resolution in December, but said he didn’t want to bring it forward until he had eight votes. Until last Friday, only seven council members had indicated support for the resolution. Then Greyson came on board.

“I didn’t know I was going to be the deciding vote, and I do represent a conservative district, but given that it is a human rights issue and the right thing to do, I’m going to vote for it,” Greyson told Dallas Voice.
Republican Texas Attorney General Greg Abbott issued an opinion Monday, April 29, saying domestic partner benefits offered by local government entities in Texas violate the state’s constitutional amendment banning same-sex marriage.

Abbott’s opinion, which is nonbinding, was issued in response to a request last year from anti-gay Sen. Dan Patrick, R-Houston.

Patrick requested the opinion after Pflugerville ISD, north of Austin, became the first school district in the state to agree to offer DP benefits.

The constitutional amendment, approved by voters in 2005, bars the state or any political subdivision of the state from creating or recognizing “any legal status identical or similar to marriage.”

Pflugerville’s decision to offer DP benefits also prompted a Republican state lawmaker to introduce a bill that would cut funding for school districts that offer DP benefits. The bill — HB 1568 by Drew Springer of Muenster — is awaiting a vote in the House.

While Pflugerville was the first school district to offer DP benefits, several other local government entities do so, including the cities of Austin, Dallas, El Paso, Fort Worth and San Antonio; as well as Dallas County and Parkland hospital.

Most offer DP benefits to both same-sex and opposite-sex domestic partners.

Ken Upton, Dallas-based senior staff attorney for the LGBT civil rights group Lambda Legal, said Abbott’s opinion is hardly surprising. Abbott has also used the marriage amendment to try to prevent same-sex couples legally married in other states from obtaining divorces in Texas.

“He didn’t do anything we didn’t expect,” Upton said. “The truth is, it’s just an opinion.”

Upton said if a local government that offers DP benefits decides to rescind them based on the AG’s opinion, employees losing benefits for their partners likely would sue. On the flip side, a disgruntled anti-gay taxpayer could try to sue if money is being used to offer DP benefits.

“The next step will be some litigation,” Upton said. “I’m sure some of these right-wing groups will be more than ready to sue. The sad thing is, it’s just going to make the state less competitive.”

It’s unfortunate, but it’s not surprising he did this,” Upton said.  

Openly gay Fort Worth City Councilman Joel Burrs agreed.

“I am disappointed in Greg Abbott,” Burrs said in a statement. “However, I am not surprised that once again he is more interested in dividing Texans for political gain than bringing them together to make Texas stronger and more prosperous.”

“Abbott continues to pursue faulty legal strategies and disrespect local control at the expense of taxpayers,” Burns said. “Here in Fort Worth we value every citizen which makes every family stronger.”

Rebecca L. Robertson, legal and policy director for the American Civil Liberties Union of Texas, emphasized that Abbott’s opinion is just that — an opinion — and said her group strongly disagrees with him.

“Contrary to the AG’s reasoning, giving an employee the ability to purchase insurance coverage for his or her family does not create a legal relationship even remotely similar to marriage,” Robertson said. “The good news is that AG opinions do not have the force of law, so unless a Texas court issues a ruling on the subject, there shouldn’t be any legal impediment to government employers continuing to do the right thing for their employees.”

Equality Texas issued a statement Tuesday saying it believes Abbott’s opinion would still allow DP benefits, but they must be restructured and cannot be called DP benefits.  

“It means cities, counties and school districts seeking to remain competitive with private business can offer employee benefit programs that provide health and other benefits to unmarried household members if the eligibility criteria are properly structured,” Equality Texas said. “However, eligibility should not use the term ‘domestic partner,’ or be based upon proving the existence of a ‘domestic partnership,’ or use criteria usually associated with marriage (like current marital status, or related by a certain degree of consanguinity). It means political subdivisions can offer employee benefit programs to unmarried household members if their eligibility criteria don’t look like marriage, or create something that resembles marriage.”
“Philip Kingston is the only candidate I trust to represent our interests and continue my fight for good governance and accountability at City Hall.”

- Angela Hunt

“I am supporting Philip Kingston because he is an advocate for all in the City of Dallas. Philip is the first candidate running for an elected position in the city to have specifically asked me about the needs and concerns of the Trans community in terms of city services and municipal representation. He is likely one of only a few candidates to have ever reached out to the Trans community for input during a campaign. This tells me that Philip’s representation in District 14 and of the city as a whole will be responsive not only to his base demographic, but to all persons who deserve a fair and equal voice in our municipal government.”

Nell Gaither
President, Trans Pride Initiative

“With six other good options, Philip Kingston is a candidate in a league of his own. I have been a resident of District 14 for 13 years and believe that his knowledge of the issues are unparalleled. He cares about what is important to our community, our district and our city, and will make sure to build our case and the consensus to get things done.”

- Pam Gerber

Philip Kingston is endorsed by:

Dallas Morning News
Dallas Police Association
Dallas Fire Fighters Association
Sierra Club of Dallas
Honorable Angela Hunt
Honorable John Loza
Pam Gerber
Nell Gaither

Michael Lo Vuolo
Vince Martinez
Steve Atkinson
Mark Brinkerhoff
Kert Platner
Darren Dattalo
Robert Sturgeon
Kat Truitt
Elaine Laroa

Kingston for Council

Election Saturday May 11, 2013
Early Voting April 29-May 7

For more information and a complete list of endorsements visit:

www.philipkingston.com

FROM STAFF REPORTS

A suspect wanted in the murder of a gay Oak Cliff man after they arranged to have sex on Craigslist was taken into custody Thursday, May 2, according to Dallas police Lt. Paul Stokes.

DPD issued an arrest warrant Monday, April 29, for 27-year-old Christopher Howard Beachum of Addison, on a charge of capital murder. The warrant alleged that Beachum murdered 68-year-old Gerald Canepa in his Hampton Hills home on March 15.

Stoke said Beachum was arrested Thursday in Eugene, Ore.

Police believe Beachum stabbed and strangled Canepa to death. According to the warrant, Canepa was found nude on his bed on March 18 with multiple stab wounds. A TV, DVD player, computers and Canepa’s cell phone had been removed from the residence.

Canepa’s email records showed he’d exchanged messages with Beachum, which indicated he was going to Canepa’s house to have sex before their last correspondence at 12:29 a.m. on March 15.

Stoke said Beachum was arrested Thursday in Eugene, Ore.

Police believe Beachum stabbed and strangled Canepa to death. According to the warrant, Canepa was found nude on his bed on March 18 with multiple stab wounds. A TV, DVD player, computers and Canepa’s cell phone had been removed from the residence.

Canepa’s email records showed he’d exchanged messages with Beachum, which indicated he was going to Canepa’s house to have sex before their last correspondence at 12:29 a.m. on March 15.

Records indicated that Canepa’s cell phone was detected by a cell tower one-half mile from Beachum’s residence in Addison at 1:51 a.m.

Police say Beachum pawned two cameras and several DVDs belonging to Canepa on March 18.

According to Jon Garinn, a neighbor of Canepa’s, police notified neighborhood crime watch leaders early in the investigation that the murder was targeted and a killer was not randomly breaking into homes.

Garinn said Beachum had a Facebook page that was inactive from November through March but had postings again after the murder. That page has since been removed.

Johnny Line, the victim’s next-door neighbor, was helping relatives clean out the house this week. “It’s frustrating it’s not getting much publicity,” Line said prior to Beachum’s arrest.

Lt. Paul Stokes said Dallas police don’t usually release photos of wanted criminals. However, Dallas Voice obtained photos from Facebook and the Dallas County sheriff’s department. Stokes said the Addison address listed on the arrest warrant was Beachum’s last known address.

“We’re following some promising leads today,” Stokes said earlier Thursday.

Beachum was also arrested in 2012 for a 2010 home burglary in Dallas. That case has not come to trial.

Police LGBT liaison Laura Martin warned the gay community about hooking up online. She called it a red flag if the person won’t meet first.

“If you’re going to meet with a stranger, meet somewhere in a public place with other people around,” she said. “Not somewhere private with no witnesses.”

According to an obituary in the Dallas Morning News, Canepa had recently retired from the Dallas school district after 31 years as a computer programmer.

“Gerry has left us forever memories of his smile, kind heart, love for cycling around White Rock Lake, his love for his dog Buddy, gourmet cooking, his beautiful roses, driving his red 2012 convertible Camaro, and the special moments shared with family, close friends, and neighbors throughout the years,” the obit states.
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Claudia Meyer jumped into the District 3 race near the deadline when, she said, neighbors came together hoping for representation for the area. Meyer is challenging South Dallas District 5 incumbent Vonciel Jones Hill, who’s home was redrawn into the Southwest Dallas District 3, retaining only about 20 percent of her former constituents. Meyer calls Hill an embarrassment to the city.

In a City Council debate on City Manager Mary Suhm, Hill compared Councilwoman Angela Hunt to Haman, the most hated figure in the Jewish Bible whose name is drowned out with noise-makers when spoken in synagogues. And she compared Suhm to Jesus.

Hill has refused to participate in the Dallas gay Pride parade and also refuses to even sign a letter welcoming LGBT visitors to the city. Hill is the long sitting council member who has refused to appear at Pride.

In a 2010 interview with Dallas Voice, Hill explained her position: “I won’t be participating [this year], and based on my present beliefs, I won’t be participating in the future,” Hill said. “There’s no reason I should be castigated for that.”

 Asked what those beliefs are, Hill said: “I believe that all people are loved by God, all people are created equal under God, but there are acts that God does not bless. It does not mean the person is any less God’s child. I’m entitled to stand for what I believe, and I don’t appreciate anyone castigating me for standing for what I believe.”

Meyer, who received the endorsement of both Dallas Gay and Lesbian Alliance and Stonewall Democrats, said she’s lost some support of her fundamentalist neighbors but comes by her LGBT support naturally.

Her next door neighbors are gay and she said she and her husband share Saturday game night with them regularly.

She addresses the issue of sexual orientation on the front page of her website as one of three reasons she’s running — gas drilling in Dallas, trust and transparency in government and diversity and tolerance.

She said her answer to a question in the Dallas Voice candidate questionnaire probably best describes how she lives her life.

“The GLBT community would be an equal and critical partner in my approach to how City Hall should and must move forward during my term in office,” she wrote.

Fracking is the issue that propelled her into the race. Hill is in favor of it and received the Citizens Council endorsement for it. Meyer has been endorsed by Downwinders at Risk, a group that opposes urban drilling that also supports Scott Griggs, Adam Medrano, Leland Burk and Philip Kingston.

Meyer opposes the Trinity Toll Road because of concerns of escalating costs. She noted the current estimate of $1.5 billion.

“That’s the annual Dallas city budget,” she said. She backs Griggs’ plan to rebuild I-35 and the Mixmaster, which would move more cars at half the construction cost.

But neighborhoods are her passion.

“Quality of life,” she said is what she hears as she goes door to door. “Responsible development.”

Meyer is the first person from the Mountain Creek area to run for office. That far southwest Dallas neighborhood has less than 3,000 homes.

Kiestwood Neighborhood Association President Raymond Crawford said he’s known Meyer for about three years and worked with her on the gas drilling issue.

“She owes me nothing,” he said. “She believes in equality and she’s in it to do the right thing.”

Roger Bolen chaired Oak Cliff’s Earth Day celebration and lives in District 3.

“Claudia has been in the trenches helping to keep the environment from being destroyed — cutting down trees, fracking, large tract commercial distribution centers with no landscaping,” Bolen said. “In all the forums I have attended, Ms. Hill was very good at pontificating and proclaiming her love of God and doing things in God’s honor but the only thing I heard was Vonciel talking about Vonciel.”

Although Meyer acknowledges she has an uphill climb to beat an incumbent, District 3 is the only council district that has turned an incumbent out of office since the current 14-1 council configuration began in 1993.

In 2011, Scott Griggs trounced incumbent Dave Neumann, and in 2003, Ed Oakley beat incumbent Mark Housewright in a similar fight after redistricting.

Among the candidates, Meyer has raised the most money. In her financial report filed in April, Meyer had $30,000 in contributions. Hill raised $7,000. Two other candidates are Kermit Mitchell with about $4,000 and Michael Connally who reported $200.

With the most money on hand, Meyer has campaign signs throughout the district. Just this week, Hill’s signs began appearing — some placed directly in front of a Meyer sign, whether on private property or public.

In the last election, Neumann’s campaign placed unwanted signs in front of houses throughout District 3. Within a week, many of those signs were replaced with signs for the challenger and Griggs went on to win the election.
DAVID TAFFET | Staff Writer
taffet@dallasvoice.com

At a public meeting this week, members of the Cathedral of Hope’s Board of Stewards acknowledged a lack of support for the Rev. Jo Hudson, who stepped down as senior pastor April 21. Financial problems, leadership style and management of staff were among their reasons.

Board Vice Chair Cline Taplin said no single event led to the pastor’s resignation.

In a sometimes contentious open meeting attended by several hundred congregants April 29, Board Chair Stacia Sims was booed when she refused to answer whether the board recorded a vote of no confidence in Hudson during an executive session prior to her resignation.

“That is not public information,” Sims said.

After making an initial presentation, the board answered questions from the congregation for almost two hours. While there was disagreement about past events, the congregation appeared united behind the board’s plan to move forward.

Staff members from the Cathedral’s denomination, the United Church of Christ, were expected to be at the church this weekend helping the congregation implement its plan for moving forward.

A committee of the board was appointed to name an interim senior pastor with plans to have that person in place by May 19, which is Pentecost Sunday.

Once an interim is in place, a search committee that may include members of the congregation and board will be named to look for Hudson’s permanent replacement.

The special board meeting Monday night was prompted by rumors in the community and on social media after Hudson resigned her position during her sermon at an 11 a.m. Sunday service. An email was sent to all members that afternoon since those who attended the 9 a.m. service or watched the broadcast of that service had not been informed of the resignation.

Some assumed Hudson learned information between services prompting her resignation. Board members insisted they were as surprised by the resignation as everyone else in the congregation. But the board was aware of disagreements involving Hudson, while many members of the congregation were surprised at the level of conflict.

Hudson declined to be interviewed for this story.

On April 28, the first Sunday after Hudson’s resignation, services were led by the Rev. Dawson Taylor. To celebrate the many people who make up the church’s spiritual life, the service began with a representative of each ministry walking down the aisles holding a sign for their group. Everything from ushers to hospital and prison ministries were represented. The intended message was that the church is greater than any one person.

Many congregants came to the service looking for answers to why Hudson left. While Taylor alluded to the stressful week, the Rev. Katherine Godby, associate pastor for spiritual life who delivered the sermon, addressed the hurt among congregants without giving a reason for the sudden departure.

“For some of you, it’s a huge loss,” Godby said.
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She spoke about a variety of emotions among congregants including anger, anxiety, abandonment, disillusion and hurt.

But she also called the situation an opportunity for growth. She claimed to have no knowledge of a reason for Hudson’s departure. She said she could only speculate.

“But speculating leads to rumors,” she said. “And rumors are very destructive.”

Godby’s sermon received two standing ovations as she called for unity within the church as it begins to move forward.

At this week’s open board meeting, the first question came from a member who told the board the congregation has a right to know what happened.

“What transpired that brought us to this point?” she asked. She turned to the congregation and asked, “Do you think that’s a reasonable question?”

Those in attendance shouted “Yes” and applauded.

“I don’t know why Rev. Jo made the decision she made,” Sims said.

Board members said problems began in the fall with the layoff of 10 staff members. Treasurer David White said the board has been cutting expenses, but there’s currently a $130,000 shortfall.

Financial issues have dogged the church since before it severed ties with Metropolitan Community Church in 2003. That period was marked by charges of financial impropriety.

When MCC sent auditors to the church, which had a budget larger than the denomination’s, then-Senior Pastor Michael Piazza said the auditors were overwhelmed. He brought a question of affiliation to the congregation, and 90 percent of members voted to withdraw from MCC.

Hudson’s nine-year tenure was also plagued by financial controversy, but mostly because of shrinking revenues. During that period she pushed ahead with building the Interfaith Peace Chapel.

In October 2012, the Cathedral laid off 10 people while three top staff members, including Hudson, took pay cuts. That was attributed to a downturn in giving.

One congregant at the board meeting suggested saving the cost of an extra staff person by making a current clergy member the interim.

One questioner brought up an email he said Hudson received from a board member asking her to resign and threatening to bring up a vote of no confidence at every board meeting.

No board member claimed knowledge of the email and Sims said the threat wasn’t carried out at the board. Congregants challenged board members’ claim they didn’t know Hudson was resigning, Sims offered an explanation.

“One person can only take criticism for so long,” Sims said. “She did what she thought was best for herself and her family.”

Several commenters were surprised at the level of criticism of Hudson and accused the board of not being transparent.

“She did not have the support of the board,” one board member said. “She didn’t have the support of the staff. She felt she had no choice.”

One congregant told the board he felt like a 6-year-old being hidden from a pending divorce.

The board said they came up with a plan to move the congregation forward and discussed that plan with Hudson the week before she resigned. The plan would increase fundraising and fix what wasn’t working.

Martin said it wasn’t the first plan developed since the fall layoffs, but he felt this plan would work. The board thought Hudson had agreed to carry out the plan.

Lower attendance has affected giving. The church has two Sunday services now. When the current building opened, they filled three services a week.

The Rev. Eric Folkerth, senior pastor of Northaven United Methodist Church in Dallas, called Cathedral of Hope a marquis in the LGBT community that he expects to be strong for decades. He said financial problems are something every church faces.

“The biggest fights are over money,” he said.

Folkerth said he thinks a number of things may be contributing to membership and financial woes at the Cathedral.

He compared today’s need for an LGBT church to the fate of Crossroads Market on Cedar Springs. At one time, that store was the only place to buy a gay-themed book. Once every bookstore had a gay books section, fewer people had a reason to shop there.

While Folkerth believes gay churches are still relevant, he sees more mainstream congregations fully including their LGBT members in congregational life. With more choices, many LGBT people are remaining in the denomination where they were raised.

“Every church is struggling with the growing ranks of the ‘nones,’” Folkerth added.

Nones are those who don’t identify with any religion.

“They’re asking themselves, ‘Why do I need organized religion?’” he said. “And when you have church controversies, they say, ‘I’m done with that.’”

Many people with AIDS in the ‘80s and ‘90s joined churches because of a need for community that isn’t as urgent as it once was.

Toward the end of this week’s board meeting, several members addressed the thriving Spanish ministry whose pastor also resigned. The day after Hudson announced her resignation, the Rev. Alejandro de la Torre announced he would leave as well. De la Torre is leaving because of family health issues.

Congregants were concerned about finding someone to fill in because unlike the main congregation, the Spanish ministry has no backup.

Sheley Hamilton, a staff member who was laid off in the fall and now works for Resource Center Dallas, said, “It’s pointless to wonder and speculate about what the senior pastor has done. We’ll heal. Churches heal. She made the choice she made because she thought it was best for her and for the church.”

Church member Tommy Thompkins said, “If the energy that went into social media this week went into feeding the homeless or anything else we do here, it would be amazing how much we’d get done.”

...
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SAN ANGELO — A secret gnawed at J.W. Lown’s conscience after his six years as mayor of this deeply conservative city on the West Texas plains.

At 32, he began dating a young university student, and their relationship quickly grew serious. The problem? His new love was a man — and an undocumented immigrant.

Advisers pleaded with the mayor to drop the romance. If word got out, it could sink his political career. Even worse, they cautioned, illegally harboring an immigrant could send him to federal prison.

So days after winning re-election to a fourth term, Lown made a drastic decision. “We just packed up the car, drove for the border and never looked back,” he said. “Just like Thelma and Louise.”

With that choice four years ago, San Angelo lost one of its most popular mayors ever, and Lown — widely viewed as a rising star in West Texas politics — abandoned his rapid ascent. But he followed a path blazed by hundreds of gay Americans each year, who have found that U.S. immigration law offers no easy way for them to live legally with foreign-born partners.

J.W. Lown, who left San Angelo for Mexico 4 years ago to remain with his partner, becomes an advocate for same-sex immigration rights

JEREMY ROEBUCK | San Antonio Express-News

NEW LIFE | Former San Angelo Mayor J.W. Lown walks down a street in the Centro district of San Miguel de Allende, Mexico, where he sells real estate, on April 10. (Bob Owen/San Antonio Express-News)
Key West has been an island of open-minded thinking for more than a century. So whether you come here for the clear waters and stunning sunsets, or the vibrant cultural scene, you’ll find a safe harbor for whatever floats your boat.
fla-keys.com/gaykeywest 1.866.848.9362
The officer “could hear low tone moaning sounds and could hear a plastic packaging noise behind the stall door.” After a few minutes, Medrano exited the stall “in a hurry.” The officer recognized both men from an hour before in another bathroom in the store where homosexual behavior was suspected, the report states.

When the officer tried to stop him, Medrano ran from the officer.

Dallas Voice

Medrano

Why Stay in the Closet?

In 2000 Medrano was arrested for running from the police at NorthPark Center. Where an officer was investigating reports of sexual behavior in department store men’s room

-Dallas Morning News
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option exists for committed same-sex partners. Many move abroad. But few have their choices play out on such a large public stage.

“I could not honestly take the oath of office to uphold the laws of this country and remain in my relationship,” Lown said.

In the years since his flight, he sought to avoid the TV news crews and tabloid press that descended on San Angelo, hungry for any detail of the gay mayor and his lover in the heart of conservative Texas.

But now, as debate over immigration policy and same-sex marriage have moved to the national forefront, San Angelo’s runaway mayor has re-emerged, hoping to marshal his past notoriety to influence opinion back home.

“It is painful to think about — leaving behind my family, leaving behind eight years of building a stellar reputation within my community,” he said in an interview from his new home, San Miguel de Allende, Mexico, where he and his partner have settled. “I’m hopeful the country has come to a point that we can have this discussion.”

Conservative and tolerant

Granting new rights to same-sex couples has emerged as one of the most controversial elements of the immigration reform debate.

President Barack Obama has endorsed including same-sex partners “in permanent relationships” among those eligible for spousal green card sponsorship. But key constituencies, including some Republicans and religious groups, describe that plan as a deal-breaker.

Some might view Lown’s recent attempts to enter the fray, including a letter to chief immigration reform opponent U.S. Rep. Lamar Smith, R-San Antonio, as a quixotic effort, given the politically charged debate.

But if anyone stands to sway opinion, it might just be Lown. After all, the residents of San Angelo not only chose him, a gay man, as their mayor, but re-elected him three times.

Lown never spoke openly about sexuality while in office. Though looking back, he said, it had to have been “one of the worst-kept secrets in San Angelo.”

“When you’re 33 and still escorting your sister to every social event in town, people start to wonder,” he said.

Ask residents now, and most will tell you they knew well enough.

“Everybody knew the mayor was gay,” said Jean Rochford as she prepared for a game with one of the city’s many bridge clubs on a recent afternoon.

“And nobody cared,” card partner Betty Whittem chimed in.

Still, opinions are slow to change. When a position to ban same-sex marriage appeared on the ballot in 2005, 83 percent of the city’s voters supported it. Pundits still rank San Angelo’s U.S. congressional district as one of the most conservative in the nation.

For Greg Gossett, Lown’s former campaign treasurer, the inconsistency isn’t too hard to explain. In a city founded as a small, bone-dry outpost on the Texas frontier, folks have always faced life with a hearty dose of “live and let live,” he said.

“Life was tough here, and you had to rely on your neighbors,” he said. “There was a sense of everyone banding together. Even today, people are conservative, but also fairly tolerant.”

That Lown, son of a prominent local foundry owner and an immigrant mother from Mexico City, proved to be a charming and able politician didn’t hurt either.

Joseph Wendell Lown could not have been more different than the bankers, developers and good-ol’-boy types San Angelo was used to sending to City Hall when he first announced intentions to run for the city’s highest office in 2003.

Fresh off a stint with the Peace Corps in Bolivia, the then-26-year-old looked as if he could have walked off the campus of Angelo State University. About the only trait that lent him an air of gravity was a head of prematurely graying hair.

But what Lown lacked in age and familiarity he made up for in a willingness to devote himself to the political grind.

He knocked on doors of seniors, women and Hispanics, groups the old business establishment had long ignored. He attended garden clubs, block parties and dozens of other community events.

And once elected, he rarely let up. He would spend hours in conversation with constituents and later echoed their concerns at City Council meetings, supporter Louise Karona recalled. In one year, he attended nearly 1,600 community events.

“He had this special charisma you don’t find in too many people,” she said. “He had a way of making you feel important.”

Politically, Lown brought a brand of fiscal conservatism and social libertarianism to bear on city management, keeping a tight watch on taxpayer money while promoting the city’s downtown and investment in its infrastructure.

“He was tireless, and people saw that,” Gossett said. “Eventually, “at his political rallies, you started seeing Republicans next to Democrats, liberals standing with conservatives.”

His passion paid off among voters. After three terms in office, Lown won his last campaign — just days before his departure in 2009 — with an unheard-of 90 percent of the vote.

“Of course, people knew he was gay,” said Mario Castillo, a prominent Washington lobbyist from San Angelo, who became Lown’s political mentor. “But they kept voting for him to be mayor, not the parish priest.”

He added: “As long as they liked what they saw on the ledger sheets, they didn’t much care what was going on between his bedsheets.”

Fleeing the country

But close friends rarely heard Lown discuss much of a social life.

“Occasionally, he would mention how it would
be nice to have a dinner conversation with or someone to wake up with and grab breakfast in the morning,” said Charlotte Flowers, a city councilwoman and friend. “But he was so geared toward politics, so focused on his career.”

So when he met and began dating the man who would eventually become his partner in early 2009, he was as shocked as anyone to find himself falling in love.

The man, a then-20-year-old junior studying business at Angelo State, first met the mayor while working on a class assignment. The two hit it off and began to see each other socially.

Lown’s new beau grew up in the Mexican state of Guanajuato and came to Texas in 2004, hoping to pursue an education. And at Angelo State he thrived, becoming a fixture on the dean’s list, studying business and teaching salsa classes on the side.

From the beginning, Lown said, “he was very up-front with me about his legal status.”

But while Lown recalled seeing something of himself in the attractive, young striver, his political advisers saw only trouble.

Castillo first heard of the budding romance well into the mayor’s 2009 re-election campaign.

“I made it very clear to J.W. the perils of the situation,” he said. If word got out, the relationship could sink Lown politically, or worse, send him to jail.

Lown tried to break it off, but doubt quickly crept in. As supporters celebrated his overwhelming election victory, Lown couldn’t muster much in the way of enthusiasm.

“Finally, it just hit me,” he said. “I couldn’t live my life regretting I never took a chance on love.”

On the morning of May 9, 2009, San Angelo’s newly elected officials gathered at City Hall to be sworn in at the first meeting of their new terms.

“Nine o’clock came. Then 10 o’clock came,” said Flowers, the councilwoman. “We were all getting kind of worried. Finally, about an hour later, the city manager broke the news.”

Lown had fled the country.

Opened minds

Today, Lown’s sprawling ranch house south of San Angelo remains much as he left it four years ago. Presidential biographies and books of philosophy still cram his bookcases. His bed lies unmade. His closet remains stuffed with abandoned clothes, among them a pair of size-13 work boots.

“I don’t understand why they can’t just live here together,” she said. “Who are they hurting?”

Brenda Chapman nodded her head in agreement. “Sometimes when it affects someone you know and respect,” she said, “your conservative views just go right out the window.”

Life in San Miguel

Lown and his partner realize they might never be able to return. Their efforts to find a legal path back have so far have met with disappointment.

As it stands now, his partner won’t become eligible for even a tourist visa until 2019.

“‘You can’t plan a life on a tourist visa,’” Lown said. “‘So, you just block it out and try to press the restart button as best you can.’”

Since settling in San Miguel, a colonial tourist haven in the Central Mexican highlands, Lown’s partner has finished his degree. The former mayor now works in real estate and attends classes at a Mexican university.

But even in their new life, signs of Lown’s first love peak through.

At every bar and restaurant he enters, he works the room like he’s running for office, stopping to visit with an endless stream of friends, business contacts and casual acquaintances. At school, a recent lecture on building and maintaining political power drew a wistful look to his eyes.

And so, Lown persists.

On a recent afternoon, he set out to write a lobbying letter to Congressman Smith, who he worked for as a college intern in the late 1990s. Typing from his computer, more than 2,000 miles from Washington, Lown sought to prevail on their past personal connection to sway the lawmaker’s thinking.

“‘There’s no other place than San Angelo I’d rather be,’” he said. “‘But I have no plans to return again, unless (my partner) can come with me.’”

He won over San Angelo. How hard could a congressman be?
As a celebration of Dr. Pounders’ 25 years in practice, we invite you to join in supporting an organization that is near and dear to his heart – Resource Center Dallas. The Center’s first executive director, John Thomas, was Dr. Pounders’ friend and patient. The Center is in a capital campaign, and Dr. Pounders’ friends and patients are joining together to fund a room in the new building in his honor.
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Everest said if a classroom needs more awareness, the training can utilize a Safe Space Kit from the national Gay, Lesbian Straight Education Network, or GLSEN. And while the adults don’t go through a formal training on the program, she said adults do undergo LGBT-inclusive diversity training.

“It’s about empowering kids on their campuses and getting them to promote respect,” Everest said of INOK.

“I am who I am”

Perry felt empowered to create the GSA to tackle LGBT issues more closely. During the Day of Silence on April 19, she said students handed out cards with Bible verses on them condemning homosexuality and she’s been told she’s going to hell for being gay. Many more students were supportive on the day and Perry said they reported the cards to their GSA sponsor.

But the program hasn’t seemed to help much with religious intolerance and anti-gay slurs, so Perry said the club is thinking about making an INOK video to educate students on being LGBT.

Mary Noer, Perry’s mom, said she’s glad the district has a program like INOK but thinks the GSAs have been more successful in helping students because they’re student-led.

“No one wants their kid to be a target, but you want them to stand up for what they believe in,” she said, adding that her daughter has taken charge with the GSA to help protect LGBT students. “She won’t let herself be a target.”

Shana Saddler, 19, is a senior at Polytechnic Senior High School and helped start a GSA last semester with a group of students. She said the group’s discussion has focused on how to come out when parents have threatened to kick some kids out when they tried to tell them they were gay.

“I feel like there’s a lot of help needed for young kids. It’s sad to see kids that need help and don’t have anyone,” Saddler said. “I wanted us to come together as one and help them come out as who they are.”

Saddler said the INOK “helps a little but not as much as it should.” Even though teachers and parents receive pamphlets about the program, she said she wants the schools to do more to help parents accept their kids when they come out.

“I feel like instead of students being taught how to come out, the parents need to be taught to be accepting,” she said.

When students can’t come out at home, Saddler said they have a hard time coming out to strangers at school and defending themselves when they’re picked on for being LGBT.

Earlier this semester, a vice principal at her high school repeatedly made comments about her wearing masculine clothing and told her she was too pretty to be a lesbian. After telling him she didn’t like his comments, she finally reported it to the principal and the comments stopped.

“I feel like I have to set an example for sophomores, juniors and freshman because if they don’t see anyone stand up for themselves, then they won’t stand up for themselves,” Saddler said. “To be honest, I don’t care what people think about me. I am who I am.”

Serving as a role model

Sharon Herrera, who’s openly gay, is a program specialist for FWISD’s department of student engagement. She was brought in several years ago to teach diversity and harassment training, but at the time there wasn’t an LGBT component because it was prior to the LGBT-inclusive policies.

“I think since it’s going national there needs to be some training component,” Herrera said of INOK. “That would complete the package.”

But her position was eliminated in 2010 and she said there’s not an LGBT-specific training going on that’s she aware of. She echoed Nelson’s suggestion of having a district LGBT liaison like the Fort Worth police has to address concerns and help with training.

But teachers, students and parents still reach out to her about issues and how to start GSAs because she’s openly gay. She said there’s about seven GSAs in the district’s 15 high schools.

Herrera started Fort Worth’s community program LGBTQ Students, Administrators, Volunteers, Educators, Support, or LGBTQ S.A.V.E.S., in 2010 as a place for youth to feel safe. She said she was bullied in high school and thought about suicide and she wanted a place where youth could go to find help and resources.

The group planned a winter prom the last few years at Celebration Community Church and now has an end-of-the-year barbecue. She said the group has dozens of kids, many who attend from outside Tarrant County, like Burleson and Mansfield. She hopes to eventually create a Youth First Texas Fort Worth.

“I choose to be openly gay because of my personal story,” she said. “I want people to know I am here for them. I want to also be a role model for our LGBTQ students.”
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NBA player’s coming out helps end grand illusion about gays and sports

Jason Collins is not the first gay male professional athlete, just the first to make history by coming out of the closet while active in a major team sport.

This incredible development continues the remarkable momentum in our march for equality. Well, forget march — at this point it’s feeling more like an all out sprint towards freedom’s finish line.

What Collins did was help end the grand illusion that sports are a straights-only club. In reality, for as long as there have been competitive games, there have been gay players on courts and fields. However, the steep price for participating in the sport they love, often meant giving up the potential for love. These individuals were forced into playing rigid straight roles, at an alarming cost to their mental health.

For example, I’ll never forget that evening at The Stud when I was a college summer intern in San Francisco in the early 1990s. Inside the bar stood an NBA player over 7 feet tall. He was not a major star, but a solid player who was respected throughout the league for his toughness, much like Jason Collins.

As an avid basketball fan, I recognized the huge athlete and stared in amazement. Realizing he had been spotted, the player shot me a look that showed that he was terrified. It was both a warning to leave him alone and a tacit acknowledgement that this powerful giant could be bought to his knees with one anonymous letter to his employer or the media. The look was one that countless gay men and women have given when their secret is exposed and they are vulnerable.

Collins’ acknowledged the steep psychological toll he faced in Sports Illustrated:

“No one wants to live in fear. I’ve always been scared of saying the wrong thing. I don’t sleep well. But each time I tell another person, I feel stronger and sleep a little more soundly. It takes an enormous amount of energy to guard such a big secret. I’ve endured years of misery and gone to enormous lengths to live a lie. I was certain that my world would fall apart if anyone knew. And yet when I acknowledged my sexuality I felt whole for the first time.”

Collins’ remarks are eerily similar to those offered by former professional soccer player, Robbie Rogers, who came out in February, but promptly (and unfortunately) retired in his prime:

“Life is so full of amazing things. I realized I could only truly enjoy my life once I was honest. Honesty is a bitch but makes life so simple and clear. My secret is gone, I am a free man, I can move on and live my life as my creator intended.”

Of course, in some respects this will not be an easy road for Collins. He is in between NBA contracts and almost 34 years old — so it would be easy for teams to pass on signing him because he is gay, while justifying their decision by blaming his age. There will also be homophobic knuckleheads and religious zealots in the league who will either shun or harass Collins (although, given that he is 7 feet tall and weighs 250 pounds, most of the derogatory statements likely will occur behind his back). Additionally, there will be bigoted fans that taunt him during games.

Such small-minded attitudes were already on full display. Liberty Counsel’s perpetually immature Matt Barber tweeted: “When will the first brave athlete ‘come out’ that he & his mother bought up? We need role models for incestuous kids! Courage!”

Miami Dolphins wide receiver Mike Wallace tweeted: “All these beautiful women in the world and guys want to mess with other guys ...” (According to Miami Herald reporter Steve Rothaus, he has since apologized, as have the Miami Dolphins.)

Second-rate ESPN analyst Chris Broussard attacked Collins (who is a Christian) and justified his bile by invoking a backward version of Christianity:

“If you’re openly living that type of lifestyle ... I believe that’s walking in open rebellion to God and Jesus Christ.”

Fortunately, times are rapidly changing and so far Collins’ announcement has been met with more cheers than jeers.

President Barack Obama said at a White House press conference that he had called Collins: “I told him I couldn’t be prouder ...”

Obama said:

Former President Bill Clinton said, “Jason’s announcement today is an important moment for professional sports and in the history of the LGBT community.”

He has also received support from NBA notables such as the Los Angeles Lakers’ Kobe Bryant and Steve Nash, as well as Dallas Mavericks owner Mark Cuban.

While I’m sure that Collins would be happy to play for the Lakers or Mavericks next year, a team more appropriately named to honor his bravery would be the Portland Trailblazers.

Wayne Besen is founding executive director of Truth Wins Out, a Vermont-based nonprofit organization that fights anti-gay religious extremism. He can be reached at WBesen@TruthWinsOut.org.
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Xay Vongphachanh knows wedding wear trends well before they hit the street. She should — as head designer at the bridal label Watters, Vongphachanh helps set the trends. And from Watters Bridal (an upscale line) to WToo (for budget-conscious shoppers), Watters caters to the gamut of gown lovers, even offering wedding dresses in colors other than neutrals and carrying plus-size fits. And as a proud member of North Texas’ LGBT community, Vongphachanh knows the gays are always at the forefront.

Vongphachanh shares her treasure trove of information on what’s new and next for spring brides.

**Trends for spring**

Higher necklines are back in demand.

“Girls are looking for other ways of wearing dresses, other ways of not necessarily being so bare,” she says. “So it’s not a full-on sleeve — some of them have illusion necklines, some of them have a high lace neckline, so it’s sheer and you can see through it. It’s not like fabric all the way up to your chest, but you have sheerness and a little bit of fabric … but not too much.”

Another resurgence is also a Vongphachanh signature at Watters: Fabric movement. “[It’s what] we’re always known for — skirt ruffles, fabric manipulation, mixing fabrics to create some sort of dimension and movement. It’s really a big trend for us.”

Another signature happens to be a perpetual bridewear classic: lace.

“Lace is always big,” Vongphachanh says. “We use lace in different ways, and this time we’ve mixed different laces, from really thick to really thin and creating almost a third fabric by combining the two.”

Can’t pick just one from these spring trends? Happily, it’s not too difficult to find a gown that incorporates all three elements, Vongphachanh says.

**Turning the formality down (or up)**

With DIY, backyard and rustic-chic weddings all the rage for the last few years — as well as nontraditional and commitment ceremonies — a growing number of brides-to-be are looking for ways to tone down the formality of traditional weddings. It’s not hard — just lighten up, Vongphachanh says.

“For a more casual wedding style, you’d wanna look for something that’s a little lighter, that’s not so heavily constructed, something that feels less formal,” she says. “You could always dress it down or up with accessories. A lot of people make a dress more casual [by changing] footwear — I know a lot of our girls wear cowboy boots,” she says.

Vongphachanh notes that not just dresses but hairstyles can go a long way toward projecting a more casual style; touches like belts, sashes and vintage pieces (such as brooches) can also project more informality.

“A lot of our dresses actually are used for more rustic weddings because of the texture of the fabric. We have this washed silk organza that doesn’t feel so heirloom, it doesn’t feel so precious,” she says.
Create that WOW Factor for your Special Event!

A one-of-a-kind venue located in the heart of Dallas. This trendy urban space merges unique décor rentals, event management services, and exceptional culinary offerings to take your event to the next level with the WOW Factor!

We have the experience, expertise, and the collections of Bill Reed Decorations to make your next event even more special by customizing a theme to fit your needs!

Book your event today!
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At LifeLong you will find the wonder of adoption unfolding
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Call Mark Doyle at 888-829-0891 or fill out a free online application at www.lifelongadoptions.com
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The complexities and nuances of same-sex wedding photography probably aren’t the first things that come to mind for a wedding photographer. After all, the art of capturing images of nuptials has been around since the invention of the camera — the template is set, so why not just apply it to LGBTQ ceremonies? Easy-peasy.

Not so much, say Kathryn Hamm and Thea Dobbs, co-authors of Capturing Love: The Art of Lesbian & Gay Wedding Photography, a new self-published book that serves as the first guide of its kind for educating wedding photographers. “When you pose two women or two men together, the majority of the time they end up looking like just friends or siblings,” Hamm explains. This is a direct result of applying conceptual and technical rules of wedding photography to gay ones. Photographers applying ideas for heterosexual couples to portraits of same-sex couples face challenges — something prospective spouses should consider when choosing their photographer.

“Some of it is understanding the relationship,” as far how gender roles and other nuances play
out, Hamm says. “The second part to it is, some of the mechanics the photographer might consider relative to, for example, contrasts in outfit color. If you have two dark-suited gentlemen together, you’re in danger of having a picture of a dark blob with two heads on top of it.”

Dobbs offers another example: “A classic [straight] wedding pose [will show] the bride [with] her hand on the groom’s chest. If you’ve got two women, you cannot do that pose, right? That may seem obvious, but if a photographer is working in the heat of the moment, they may not think of that.”

Written in a clear and engaging voice, Capturing Love provides specifics on how to reconfigure wedding photography aspects so that no wedding album will feature two brides feeling each other up ever again.

Hamm and Dobbs started working on their book by sifting through thousands of same-sex wedding photographs, assessing them under three criteria: “Are the images authentic?” “Do the images reflect intimacy?” “Are the images believable?” After poring through hundreds of stills, they set to writing, ending up with a book that successfully blends conceptual ideas with mechanical ones. The process only took six months, but you’d never know it from its compelling and refreshingly simple production values.

The book begins with a background section, which gives a succinct overview of gay marriage and its attendant issues. After that, Capturing Love centers on case studies of engagements, ceremonies and receptions of real same-sex couples. Hamm and Dobbs break down each case, analyze what makes it work, along with a statement from the photographer who took the picture.

Capturing Love is never mushy, instead standing as an intelligently wrought manual for anyone who works weddings or is planning one. On top of that, it works as a subtle critique of the current state of gay marriage.

“The entire wedding-industrial complex is geared toward the bride,” Hamm observes. “So what happens when you have two brides? Or none?”

Capturing Love is available in softback ($32.95) and as an e-book ($9.99) at Amazon.com and other retailers. A limited hardcover edition ($34.95) is available exclusively at CapturingLoveGuide.com.
Dian Malouf came up with the idea for her line of men’s wedding rings, as she does most things, in the middle of the night. Malouf has been a jewelry designer for 20 years—a career she stumbled onto mostly by accident.

“I started out doing it for myself when I couldn’t find a large Texas ring,” she says about her entrée into finger fashions. “I was in Santa Fe, working on my first book, and every day at 3 I’d take a break and go looking for a ring I liked. I never found one,” she says. When she came back to Dallas, she designed and created one herself. And it was big.

Soon after, Malouf and her husband went to Rome where strangers would stop and ask her where she got her marvelous jewelry. “My husband said, ‘You should try some more of those.’ But I was not in the ring business—I had children! I designed another that was so ugly I literally threw it in the garbage. It never occurred to me I’d sell any.”

Eventually, though, shops expressed an interest, and almost without trying, Malouf was in the business of designing jewelry. It’s almost the same process that led her to her current line of rings targeting gay male couples. “My husband has a really interesting wedding ring I bought years ago along the Mexican border, where they have much more interesting things,” she says. “[Last year], I was looking for a good-looking man’s ring like that. I went to 18 jewelry stores and didn’t find one that I would buy. What does that say? They were all round and looked exactly alike.”

Then one night five months ago, she awoke suddenly from sleep and began sketching. “I came back to it and drew a square ring. Then another square one,” she says. Before she knew it, she had an entire collection of rings in intriguing finishes and unusual designs, from interlacing strands to one emblazoned simply with ‘Hitched.’

The designing was just a small part. Malouf then found a model who would wear all of them and convey the masculine sex appeal the line was designed for. (She made sure it was a shirtless pic—yeah, she’s that kind of lady.)

The process has been “a series of learning events,” she says. It so preoccupied her, she has been on hiatus writing her third book (about the old Texas ranches near the brush country along the Mexican border, where she grew up) until the line was ready; it just launched, more than four-and-a-half months after she started the process.

So how did a straight married lady decide to design a line of men’s wedding rings? “Hmmm … I never thought about that,” says Malouf with absolutely sincerity. “If they are going to legalize same-sex marriage, for me the men will need something. I think there’s a need for it. I just feel like, Before I was even thinking about gay marriage rings, it was just about options for men with taste.”

And everyone knows, Malouf says, gay men have taste.
When it comes to décor, flowers are the heart of a wedding. Flowers aren’t just fragrant afterthoughts — something for your niece to drop as she shuffles down the aisle. The bouquets, boutonnieres, the nosegay and other arrangements form a cohesive sense of style that helps to tell the story of your big day. Michael Fritz has been in the floral business for more than 20 years; his budding company, Flora Arts Studio, has arranged more blossoms than Mayim Bialik’s handlers. He shared his advice about tending that heart until it blooms.

**Plant seeds of inspiration.** Before meeting with your florist, Fritz suggests researching (magazines, Pinterest) for images that inspire you. Bring these along with you to provide a visual aid and inspire a creative discussion. And remember to be realistic; images featured in magazines are intentionally over-the-top (and more importantly, expensive), so unless you have a budget to match, expect a simplified version.

**Pick a versatile flower.** Similar to the camellia, the ranunculus is loved by both grooms and brides alike: Brides adore them because they are layered, lacey, delicate and girly, but being small, they also work as boutonnieres. Their multi-petals allow for them to offer beautiful detail without overpowering a lapel, as a rose can. There are 600 species of ranunculaceae, which allows for a plethora of color options, suitable with almost any palette. From April through late spring, the Dutch ranunculus is divine.

**Be honest with your florist if there are flowers you dislike.** It’s your wedding, after all.

---

**FLOWER POWER** | Don’t be afraid to tell your florist if there are flowers you don’t like, but if you need to stay on budget, greenery can enhance an arrangement inexpensively. (Arnold Wayne Jones/Dallas Voice)
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Spatial relations
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Weddings used to be done “a certain way:” You had to have a big cake, fine china and serve a full dinner in the grand ballroom of a hotel.

But gays have always broken the rules — and straights have followed suit. It just isn’t done that way any longer — at least it isn’t according to Reg Land of 7@150, who walked us through his chic industrial loft space.

Full of diverse, eclectic furniture arranged in clever seating areas and thought-provoking art that adorns the walls, Land’s space has a capacity of 700. It is customizable for any event need and ignites the seven senses that Land prescribes to. And everything inside is purchasable.

“The people that come here don’t want the normal,” says Land. He encourages guests to shed their inhibitions and just have fun. “It’s the perfect place for queens to come dance and a cool spot to share,” he says.

So just what should you look for when booking a space for your ceremony? The jovial, artistic Land walked us through his advice on finding the ideal venue for your wedding.

It’s your day and no one else’s. “Do what you want and have fun because it is your day and it should be about you. Break the rules. Do not go by what people tell you or what has to be done because it isn’t that way anymore,” Land says.

Work your space. Don’t reinvent the wheel — find a space already adorned or which has something to work with. Work the flow of furniture based on the expected crowd. If it needs to look fuller, adjust the furnishings accordingly. Make actual traffic patterns to direct the flow of your guests.

Drop dinner. Consider not doing a sit-down meal — tables take up a lot of space. And most people don’t sit down the entire time. “Guests want room to dance and visit,” Land notes. Also consider the costs of wait staff, tables, place settings, etc., in addition to a full meal. Instead, serve heavy hors d’oeuvres like sliders or Chinese lunchboxes and offer ice cream cupcakes or pies instead of a wedding cake.

Think about your timetable. If the ceremony is at 5 p.m., then the reception should normally begin around 6:30 p.m. — and guests won’t have eaten anything since lunch. Starving attendees will eat you out of house and home. Push the reception back to allot time for guests to stop and grab a bite and it will make all the difference in the world on your wallet.

Stock up on supplies. Make sure you have enough food and booze. “You may think it is enough but it probably isn’t and many places will allow the return of unopened bottles so don’t be afraid to stock up,” Land says. If the event is on a Sunday and booze is gone after the first hour, there is no opportunity to purchase more.

Let the music flow. Without knocking live music, tunes are important in setting the tone for how the night progresses. Music helps to control the event with a constant flow of rhythm. With a band, you get songs then a break, songs, then a break … it can end up choppy. A natural flow comes with a DJ. There are highs in the event that need to be built up into peaks just as there are appropriate times for mellowing it out.

It’s all in the details. The things that do not seem important are probably the most important things, because if they aren’t in place, they can...
Spatial relations

itinerary.

Upset the rest; unglamorous considerations like trashcans can turn a swank event into a messy one. Include a venue representative in any planning meetings so they can think about the things you won’t.

Schedule, schedule. For many weddings, the brides and grooms are on a schedule. They have to be here to greet guests and they end up being exhausted and not being able to enjoy the day. Let it loose, go with the flow and make your own itinerary.

Go with the pros. Your grandma or aunt might want to help by offering their catering or photography services, but hire professionals. That ensures full accountability if something goes awry without hurt feelings. Family should get to attend the event stress-free.

Manage the event planners. There are tons of great wedding planners, but for a small wedding it isn’t necessary to hire an event planner — not doing so can be a good way to keep a tight budget. If using one, make sure you do not lose your voice along the way. Have the planner sit down for a minute and experience the event so that they can know what guests are experiencing.

Go gay. Gay weddings and receptions are new territory for a lot of people and it is something that needs to be shared. Be honest and open with the venue representative. Pick a setting that provides a friendly environment comfortable for all.

SPACE ODYSSEY | 78150’s venue can set the tone for your reception with funky decor and ready-to-use floorplan options. (Photo courtesy Flashbox Photography/Tony Valadez.com)

Compliment/contrast with color. You don’t always have to match the color of flowers to dresses, but you should know what color your wedding party will wear. “Don’t select blooms that clash, but if they are too matchy-matchy, it becomes easy for them to disappear,” says Fritz.

Think outside the bud. Flowers are all about texture and color. Succulents have gained popularity and are a great way to also add shape to both bouquets and centerpieces. You can also have complete arrangements made solely from diverse plants. Not only do succulents provide a unique textural element, but they also offer masculinity to balance some of the flriker flowers.

Don’t forget the filler. When working with a barrage of spring-colored flowers, especially those of paler shades, remember the greenery — pastels pops nicely amid silvery or gray foliage. “Lamb’s ear and Dusty Miller are common greens that add richness and depth to arrangements,” says Fritz.

Go au naturel. Even though certain colors become trendy, make sure your flowers stay natural. Especially popular with hydrangeas, florists have a way of tinting and painting flowers to match a custom color. When the specified color is not found in nature, they do not look authentic.

Budget your blooms. People often go into a meeting with no clear budget, Fritz says. “The thing is, we could sit there and talk about gorgeous flowers and show cut-outs from magazines but they set themselves up for disappointment if they don’t know what their budget is for flowers.” Be realistic and do your research. For a common wedding party, altar flowers and personal flowers could easily cost $1,500 to $2,000 — and that’s not even including the reception. Table centerpieces are also a big line item. “Think about how many tables you are going to have and what you would like to spend per table,” Fritz says. If needing to save dollars, do a column of floating orchids in a single cylinder instead of a traditional, fat centerpiece. Ask yourself: Are you a true minimalist or a traditional romantic?

Flower your farewell. Check with your venue on any restrictions on what is allowed to be tossed toward the bride and groom during their exit, Fritz suggests. For example, the Dallas Arboretum only allows white petals because they don’t want color staining the natural surroundings. Or be creative. “Seize the opportunity to flip a table during the reception and create a departure display accessorized with vases, cylinders and candles, where guests pick up their petals,” he says.

Preserve your petals. The best way to preserve a bouquet is to freeze-dry it — and the cost of that will be more than the bouquet itself. Find a company you can ship it off to. Follow their recommendations and pack your bouquet in a cooler as soon as possible following the nuptials. Some bouquets, depending on what they are made of, may dry naturally but they will not maintain the same color or shape, especially hydrangeas and ranunculaceae.

Visit FloraArtsStudio.com to see Fritz’s work.
You’d think choosing a wedding DJ might be the simplest part of making nuptial plans — just google “Dallas wedding DJ,” call the first name that comes up, book him or her for the date, and boom, you’re done!

Not so fast.

As anyone who has ever been to a dud of a reception knows, the wrong DJ can turn even the most festive guests into wallflowers. Finding the right spin doctor requires as much attention and planning as other reception details. But, as with many of those other details, where to begin?

Neale Jones, event art director of Dallas Light and Sound — one of the most popular wedding design companies in Dallas — has some suggestions.

“You’re going to want the music to be a reflection of who you are, what you like and what your tastes are,” says Jones about the most important first step. “It’s your day.” He suggests that the couple come up with a playlist of their own to guide the DJ before the meeting, but also add a list of what you don’t want to hear. That way, if a guest comes up and says, “Can you play ‘Who Let the Dogs Out,’” the DJ can say, “I’m sorry, the couple has asked that we not play that.”

A second consideration is experience. Wedding DJs don’t just spin tunes; in a sense, they run the reception, acting as master of ceremonies for toasts, timing of the special dances, introduction of the couple and cuing up the right songs to play during certain traditions.

“You want someone who is going to be more adept at working the crowd, announcing certain things that are going to happen,” Jones says. “They can kind of end up being the Voice of God, so you want someone who’s used to doing that.”

A good wedding DJ, Jones says, can run between $750 and $1,200, “depending on the size of the room, the number of people attending and how much equipment they have to bring.”

The quoted price should cover the entire reception, from start to finish. Tipping is common if the DJ has done a good job, but not particularly expected.

What is expected: Your DJ needs to eat, so include him or her in your food cost calculations. “He or she can’t leave, so you want to make sure they’re taken care of,” Jones says.

DJs should provide their own equipment, and it usually take about an hour to set up, so be aware of that when handing over the keys to the venue or scheduling the caterer to arrive. “I always give myself an hour and half,” Jones says, “in case of things like blown circuits. There’s often some kind of power issue in the venue.”

Which brings us to a final detail many people overlook: When scoping out reception spots, check and see what kind of outlets and power sources the place has, and how many. Couples rarely do this, which can lead to some last-minute finagling. If possible, arrange for an on-site visit to make sure the DJ has what he or she needs.

— Jonanna Widner
Dallas Light and Sound, 3818 Cedar Springs Road. DFWLight.com.
WHERE TO WED
These gay-friendly houses of worship welcome your same-sex commitment ceremony


Cathedral of Hope/Interfaith Peace Chapel — 5910 Cedar Springs Road. 214-351-1901, ext. 109. CathedralofHope.com. Contact director of the Interfaith Peace Chapel, for information. The Sanctuary of the Cathedral of Hope, United Church of Christ features beautiful faceted glass windows and can accommodate up to 750 guests.


Congregation Beth El Binah — Resource Center Dallas, 2701 Reagan St. BethElBinah.org. Rabbi Steve Fish, pictured. rabb@BethElBinah.info. Reform Judaism recognizes marriage between two Jewish men or women; however the rabbi will perform an interfaith service.


Harvest MCC — 725 N. Elm St., Denton. 940-484-6159. Harvestmcc.org. Performs weddings or holy unions.

Metropolitan Community Church of Greater Dallas — 1840 Hutton, Suite 100, Carrollton. 972-245-0781. Mcgdc.org. Lead pastor: Rev. Colleen Darragh; pastor of congregational care, Norma Gann. Provides premarital counseling and performs weddings or holy unions. The church facility is available for non-members to rent. The MCC can also connect couples with musicians, photographers and caterers.


Unity Church of Christianity — 3425 Greenville Ave. 214-826-5683. DallasUnity.org. Rev. Steve Colladay, pictured. Weddings@DallasUnity.org. Performs holy unions, commitment ceremonies. Its gay pastor is supported by the congregation.


— Arnold Wayne Jones

Make an artful memory at the Meadows Museum

The Meadows Museum and its light-filled galleries of Spanish art masterpieces provide a striking and sophisticated backdrop for your special day! Renowned for its grand physical space, the 10-year-old Georgian red brick building on the tree-lined campus of Southern Methodist University is conveniently located in central Dallas and offers an exquisite setting for events of all kinds.

Contact us today for a tour and more information!

CONTACT MARIN FISKE-RANKIN, EVENTS & FOOD SERVICE MANAGER
214.768.4677 OR mfske@smu.edu

meadowsmuseumdallas.org • 214.768.2516
You know the joke about NASA? That the astronauts sat on top of a million pounds of explosives in a machine built by the lowest bidder? Well, you could say the same thing about the way many people pick a caterer.

“It’s definitely the biggest expense for most weddings,” says Wendy Krispin, who has been in the business for 30 years. “I’d say 60 to 70 percent of most weddings [is food].”

When it consumes so much of your budget — and it’s usually the one tangible thing your guests have to remember from your big day — it makes sense to get what you want.

“One of the biggest mistakes people do is piecemealing,” says Krispin, president of Wendy Krispin Caterer in the gayborhood. “They’ll say, ‘We’ll do our own alcohol,’ and not realize we can order it for them and deliver it.” And usually at a discount.

In her years planning parties, Krispin has seen trends come and go … some good, some bad. But “there’s always something to learn — you have to change,” she says.

Even so, Krispin does have some trends she likes and some she doesn’t.

“We’re seeing a lot of vegan and vegetarian requests, and gluten-free,” says Krispin — and that’s all right with her. (At her Design District restaurant, Royal Sixty, she’s moving toward a more organic menu as well.)

Krispin also enjoys how many weddings are requesting “stations”: Pizza bars, Southern Comfort bars, etc. Rather than being more work for her and her staff, it’s what Krispin lives for — to show her creativity and make a wedding unique. She’s not as excited about the “mashed potato” craze, but even that she can roll with.

“I try to make the toppings more interesting,” she says. “Instead of cheese, sour cream, bacon and chives, we’ll throw on turnip confit and creamed corn and fried chicken.”

Indeed, such invention is where choosing a good caterer becomes essential. Krispin interviews her clients to come up with the best ideas, asking questions like, “What’s the best meal you’ve ever had?” “What’s your favorite restaurant?” and “What foods do you absolutely not want?” She then builds a menu around that,
Whether you plan a sit-down dinner or stick with buffet or passed apps will affect what kind of experience your guest have, says Krispin. Often coming up with ideas even the couple hadn’t considered.

As for the decision of whether to do a seated dinner, buffet or pass hors d’oeuvres, Krispin takes a simple position: “It’s what the couple wants.” Still, she has some suggestions.

First, the best meal may depend on the time of day the reception takes place.

“Hors d’oeuvres are better for early in the day or later in the evening,” she says. “If you are having the reception at dinner time, it’s gonna take a lot to feed people.”

Second, let the space dictate the style.

“We have an event coming up where the parents wanted a seated dinner, but it’s not possible in the space,” she notes. They had to decide whether the location or the style of food was more important.

“If you’re doing a buffet, set the table for your guests,” she says. It not only saves the hassle of them grabbing silverware to shove in their pockets, it allows you to present a fancier buffet.

Third, the meal will largely be price-driven. If you only want to spend $12/person, you’ll get what you pay for.

With so many decisions, a natural question is: What happens if the couple have different ideas about what they want their dream reception to be? It’s not as clear-cut as you might think.

“More and more, then men in straight weddings are making all the decisions about the catering,” she notes. “The women are sometimes so concerned about how they will look, they turn it over.” But mostly the conflicts she sees aren’t between couples, but where parents disagree with their children’s decisions.

But on those occasions when they brides- or grooms-to-be can’t agree? That’s a different discussion, Krispin says.

“If you can’t agree on one meal, you probably shouldn’t be talking to a caterer,” she says; “you should be talking to a psychologist.”

Now serving you the first Friday of each month.

For advertising information call 214.754.8710 or email advertising@dallasvoice.com
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To turn the formality up a notch, however, there’s one watchword: More. More fabric, more embellishments, more structure.

“Go for a bigger dress that’s more constructed on the inside — it really does change the way you move. For a lot of people, the more embellished a dress is, the more formal it feels,” Vongphachanh says. A veil or any kind of headwear instantly adds drama to a wedding-day look.

When two brides walk down the aisle

One modern consideration: What’s a girl to do when she and her bride-to-be both want to wear wedding gowns? Vongphachanh assures there are several ways both can wear their big white dream dresses without seeming matchy-matchy.

“The best way to do that would be to do two different silhouettes,” she says. “One could do a ballgown and the other bride could do a sheath or a mermaid, just to contrast. Or you could also do two different fabrics — one bride in lace, while the other bride does organza. They’re very different.”

As for a way to show a sense of unity once a contrast is established, Vongphachanh endorses selecting lovingly curated details to enhance the look.

“I think you could definitely tie them in with a color [such as] the same color sash on each dress. You could even do the same jewelry to unify it, or you could go with the same bouquet,” she suggests.

Unique colors — and sizes

Speaking of color, brides wanting different shades of dress will find a few Watters gowns in a blushy hue called Whisper Pink. The label also carries plus sizes, primarily through their budget-conscious line, Wtoo. No matter their size, however, almost every bride deals with a pesky sizing issue stemming from their unique shape. Vongphachanh guides us to the best fits for particular bodies:

Boxy/boyish waist: A mermaid cut exaggerates curves, she notes. An A-line dress nips in at the waist and flares out, adding shape.

Small chest: Vongphachanh designs dresses that come with (ahem) a bit of sewn-in assistance. “We build in bust pads and bust cups and boning in it,” she confides. “It’s not really an issue, but if you are looking to minimize or maximize that area, look for something with ruching or some sort of fabric manipulation along the bust.”

Plus-sized: “Larger women come in all shapes and sizes, so it really depends on what they’re trying to enhance or hide,” she says. To conceal hips, she recommends going for a larger skirt seen in a ballgown. But so-called curvacious gals who don’t mind flaunting their shape should aim for a mermaid dress.

Brides-to-be can find Watters dresses locally at Stardust Celebrations, Stanley Korshak and Lulu’s, which features Wtoo selections. Watters also creates mother-of-the-bride, bridesmaid and flower girl dresses. Watters.com.

**DRESSING** From Page 28

A pale blush called Whisper Pink, above, and billowy fabrics that move, left, are signatures of Vay Vongphachanh’s designs for Watters.
Imagine

A waterfall of rich, warm melted chocolate

Perfect for:
- Parties
- Weddings
- Conventions
- Fundraisers
- Receptions
- Grand openings
- Holidays and more

Call or email us today to book your fountain!

Cremona Kitchen
www.cremonabistro.com
2704 Worthington 214-871-1115
sales@chocolatetexas.com

Join us for lunch or dinner
Fresh Italian
Located in the heart of Uptown
Family owned since 1977

Chocolate Cascades
Texas

LET US DO THE WORK AND YOU TAKE THE CREDIT

“The Original Black-eyed Pea on Cedar Springs road, has served the community with Pride, for over 37 years. It would only make sense to make them part of your big day. Our full-service catering offers tailored menus from start to finish. Mashed Potato Martini Bars, Shrimp and Fried Green Tomato passed hors d’oeuvres, Prime Rib carving stations and of course, all your favorites you’ve enjoyed over the years. Our catering team is ready to make your special event for 50 or more a huge success. Let us do all the work and you take the credit.”

www.theblackeyedpea.com
Inquire about our catering: 877.5.THE.BEP
Dallas/Ft. Worth Metro
Heather Rose
Phone: 817.371.2283
Email: bpcater@theblackeyedpea.com

Visit us at our Cedar Springs location
3857 Cedar Springs
Dallas TX, 75219
Phone: 214-521-4580
Hours: Daily 11am - 10pm
99¢ mimosas!
Sat & Sun 10a-3p
with purchase of an entree
Momo’s at The Quadrangle
2800 Routh St. #165 Dallas, TX
214.521.3009
momospasta.com

COME CHECK OUT OUR NEW LOOK AND JOIN US FOR...
Wine Down Wednesdays
1/2 Off Bottles of Wine
3130 Lemmon Ave • 214-526-4664 • www.txl.com

MORE THAN JUST BRUNCH!
Fernando’s
MEXICAN CUISINE
MONDAYS
50% off ALL bar beverages, including margaritas, cocktails, wine and beer
WEDNESDAYS
50% off all bottles of wine
DINING ENTERTAINMENT EVERY TUESDAY
Showtunes with Linda & Larry Petty and the Main Event performing live from 7-9 pm
(No Charge for Entertainment)
Fernando’s Mexican Cuisine
4514 Travis Street #201 • Dallas, Texas
Travis Walk Shopping Center Just South of Knox Street
214-521-8600
FernandosMexicanCuisine.com
“Fernando’s Travis Walk Location Only”

Enjoy it Here... or Take it Home!
UPCOMING EVENTS:
• Fri 5/3 - Live Spanish/International Guitar- 8pm
• Wed 5/8 - Gay Singles Night- 7:30pm
• Fri 5/10 - An Evening with a Psychic- 7:30pm
• Fri 5/17 - An Evening with a Hypnotist- 8pm
• Wed 5/22 - A Night of Reds- Tasting (RSVP)

Located in
The Quadrangle
2800 Routh St. Suite 140
GPS: use 2850 Laclede St.
uptownwinebar.com • 214-871-WINE (9463)
Wendy Krispin has been providing perfect beginnings for more than 20 years, through artfully crafted foods and engaging events — from private catered gatherings to elegant rehearsal dinners at ROYAL SIXTY and spectacular wedding receptions at 129 LESLIE.

WendyKrispinCaterer.com  
214.748.5559
STARRING MICHELLE WILLIAMS
OF DESTINY’S CHILD

TICKETS START AT
ONLY $30
FOR THIS TONY-WINNING
BROADWAY SMASH!

OPENS TUESDAY!
MAY 7-19
AT THE WINSPEAR OPERA HOUSE

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
ATT.PAC.ORG/FELA | 214.880.0202

MEMBERS GET THE BEST SEATS! CALL 214.978.2888 TO JOIN.

Dallas Voice wants to hook you and your ‘gurls’ up to see the most fabulous show in town, 
Priscilla Queen of the Desert!

We’ll send you to the show in style in a Uber black car 
and give you and your ‘gurls’ makeovers courtesy 
of the hottest new salon on the strip, Salon Aura.

Not only that, we’re going to hook you up 
with opening night seats to the show and a 
signed Priscilla Queen of the Desert cast poster!

Wanna know how to win this FABULOUS prize package?

TO ENTER SCAN THIS WITH YOUR PHONE
Or Go to http://dallasvoicegiveaway.inapp.mobi/
Winner will be notified on May 7th.
Cottonwood Arts Festival opens
Springtime in Dallas means a lot of things, but one of the certainties is: It’s outdoor art festival season! And one of the best is the Cottonwood Arts Festival in Richardson. Hordes of artists and artisans — including this year’s featured talent, Michelle Mardis, whose colorful dog portraits can melt your heart — set up booths with varied selections of items from crafts and leather to paintings and sculpture. Plus there’s live music and snacks available. And parking and admission are free. That’s an art movement everyone can appreciate.

DEETS: Cottonwood Park. 1321 W. Belt Line Road, Richardson. May 4, 10 a.m.–7 p.m., May 5, 10 a.m.–6 p.m. Free.

Alvin Ailey returns to Dallas after 30 years
In the world of modern American dance, Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater has stood for more than 50 years as something special, with a freedom and energy to the movement of its dancers that set the tone for many companies since. It’s been 30 years, though, since the company performed in Dallas, but this weekend North Texans actually have three chances to see the troupe perform, with opening night on Friday, followed by matinee and evening performances on Saturday. You don’t want to wait another 30 years to see them.


Film version of gayish play ‘The Soul Gatherer’ screens
Dallas theater impresario Mark-Brian Sonna has been writing, directing, producing and/or acting in plays with his theater company for years now, and almost all have a queer bent. Now, one of his better plays, ‘The Soul Gatherer,’ has been made into an indie film. Sonna himself co-stars in the feature, which will get its first public screening (along with cast and crew on-hand) on Sunday at the Texas Theatre in Oak Cliff. It’s a sneak peek at the moody, sexually charged drama.

DEETS: Texas Theatre, 231 W. Jefferson Blvd. 7 p.m. $7.50 (tickets available in advance at BenAndRenda.net).
ARTSWEEK: NOW PLAYING

THEATER

Angels Fall. Pulitzer Prize-winning gay playwright Lanford Wilson’s comic drama about six people brought together in a New Mexico mission church, directed by Rene Moreno. Greenville Center for the Arts, 5601 Sears St. Final weekend. ContemporaryTheatreofDallas.com.

Avenue Q. Theatre 3’s hit from last summer and fall returns for an unlimited run in its Theatre Too space with most of the original cast. A puppet show, but not for kids (there’s lots of sex). Theatre 3, 2900 Routh St. in the Quadrangle. Ongoing. Thursdays at 7:30 p.m., Fridays–Saturdays at 8 p.m., Sunday matinees at 2:30 p.m. $10–$40. Theatre3Dallas.com.

Enron. A musical adaptation of the events that led to one of the biggest corporate scandals in history. Regional premiere. (Reviewed this week.) Theatre 3, 2900 Routh St. in the Quadrangle, Through May 25.$10–$50. Theatre3Dallas.com.


OPERÁ

Fort Worth Opera Festival. The Fort Worth Opera continues its 17 days of opera, featuring four different works at Bass Performance Hall and other venues. Through Sunday. For a complete schedule, visit FWOpera.org.

COMEDY


FINE ART

Dr. Joel Kaplan. Medical grade cylinders and pumps. Nail Polish Removers and Whip Cream accessories. Pipes & Tobacco accessories. DVDs as low as $9.99. Large variety of Lube. Top Brands like Fleshjack, Perfect Fit, Falcon, Colt & Spartacus. Oxball C-Rings in many styles and colors.

1720 W. MOCKINGBIRD LANE (enter in rear behind New Fine Arts) DALLAS, TX 75235 • 214-630-7071 • www.sexysite.com

FRIDAY 05.03

THEATER

Viva Dallas Burlesque. The regular first Friday show is based on a tribute to Grease: Lakewood Theater, 1825 Abrams Parkway. Doors open at 8 p.m., show at 9 p.m. VivaDallasBurlesque.com.

CONCERTS

Rodriguez. The famed musician, the subject of the Oscar-winning documentary Searching for Sugarman,
performs. Annette Strauss Square next to the Winspear Opera House, 2403 Flora St. 8 p.m. $25–$45. ATTPAC.org.

COMMUNITY
LifeWalk Date Auction. A bachelor auction for LifeWalk’s Team Heart features Drag Racer Alyssa Edwards. Havana, 4006 Cedar Springs Road. 7:30–9:30 p.m. $10 suggested donation.


SATURDAY 05.04
COMMUNITY
Free Comic Book Day. The annual comic giveaway event with out comics icons Phil Jimenez and Stephen Sadowski, as well as Peter Mayhew (Chewbacca) in attendance. Zeus Comics, 1334 Inwood Road. 10 a.m.–5 p.m.

Dallas Vegan Bake Sale. The vegan group holds its annual bake sale of animal-free products at the Beauty Bar, with proceeds benefitting Resource Center Dallas. Items range in price from $2–$5. 1524 N. Henderson St., noon–4 p.m.

FINE ARTS

BROADCAST
Lambda Weekly, radio show addressing LGBT issues. This week’s guest is Candy Marcum. 89.3 KNON-FM at 11 a.m.

SUNDAY 05.05
CONCERT
Sue Ellen’s Outdoor Music Festival. The 7th annual pet- and family-friendly concert event, featuring Mi Diva Loca, Heather Knox and Eric Himan and headline Uh Huh Her. Sue Ellen’s 3014 Throckmorton St. 2 p.m. PartyAtTheBlock.com.

HEY FELA | The dance musical Fela! opens at the Winspear Opera House Tuesday.

TUESDAY 05.07
STAGE


WEDNESDAY 05.08
SEMINAR
Financial Planning for LGBT People. A complimentary educational meeting for meeting the financial challenges facing gay people. The Social House, 5100 Belt Line Road, suite 410. 6–8 p.m. Hosted by TI Pride Network. RSVP at DPhilbrick@6.com.

THURSDAY 05.09
COMMUNITY
Boi Thursdays. Weekly gay mixer with music from guest DJs. Winston’s Supperclub, 3111 Welborn Ave., Suite 110. 9 p.m.–1 a.m.

this week’s solution
MATT  OMAHA  DISC
INRE  PALIN  ECHO
STYLE  ELAND  SEEN
HOMONE  STRAIDED
ROUSED  SEN  THO
ANT  RAVI  AGLEAM
NYSE  TINA  LOANS
QUEENBEES
CLAUS  WIEN  ESPN
RILING  EDGE  KAN
EBBO  ORS  INSIDE
ARRESTING  MAD
MARE  LENONE  ARLO
ERTIE  LANCE  SEEP
DYAD  EDGAR  HAST

Tired of Internet Inches and Missed Connections?
Come meet face-to-face and see how Mr. Right really measures up!
Relax and get personal in a safe, clean environment!
Look for Manager Specials on Facebook and Twitter!
A PRIVATE MEN’S CLUB/SAUNA
2616 Swiss Avenue • Dallas • (214)821-1990 • www.theclubs.com
We are located just stops east off the Green Line Deep Ellum Rail Station
TAURUS: Apr 21—May 20
Don't be too sure about how your current state of affairs will unravel. What looks good could change radically; the same goes for whatever it is that isn't looking that hot. Much of what you're dealing with right now has to do with payback.

GEMINI: May 21—Jun 20
Diversifying your options seems like a wise move. Before you decide to branch out too far, why don't you look at whatever's going on, on the bottom line.

CANCER: Jun 21—Jul 20
Baby steps, my friend, baby steps! Whatever's going on, don't try to cook it up all at once. It's interesting that the scenery has changed and you're adjusting to a whole new perspective. You may even be looking at your life from a totally different location.

LEO: Jul 21—Aug 20
It isn't easy to figure out why things went the way they did. There's no way to explain the events of the last year. Only now are you beginning to see the ways in which the universe has conspired to bring you back to yourself.

VIRGO: Aug 21—Sep 20
Before you get all worked up, slow down and get real for a minute. Just because all of a sudden everyone wants a piece of you, it doesn't mean you need to say yes to any of this.

LIBRA: Sep 21—Oct 20
The sense of paranoia that had you waiting for the other shoe to drop has been replaced with the understanding that you have nothing to fear. If those who seemed untrustworthy have redeemed themselves, you are also realizing that your trust issues have played a huge role in making this entire situation harder than it has to be.

SCORPIO: Oct 21—Nov 20
No one knew how far this situation would go. You can’t blame others for what they didn’t understand. As much as it looks like this has nothing to do with you, there’s no way around it; you’re here, too.

SAGITTARIUS: Nov 21—Dec 20
You aren’t entirely sure about anything these days. The last few years have brought so much change, it would be good if you could get up to speed on where you’re really at with yourself. A big part of you thinks it has to keep maintaining the status quo at a time when you have no desire to do so.

CAPRICORN: Dec 21—Jan 20
Whatever they’re saying behind your back will cost them more than it costs you. Don’t be concerned. You can be sure that the only ones who are listening are the ones who see it that way to begin with. Your truer friends are always there for you.

AQUARIUS: Jan 21—Feb 20
Being taken for granted has been an issue. It seems as if people expect you to be there for them no matter what. You wouldn’t mind but it’s been a while since anyone returned the favor, and you’ve had enough of being the one who cares.

PISCES: Feb 21—Mar 20
Too many things are eating away at your sense of certainty for you to be sure how you feel. The brunt of it seems to be coming from circumstantial interference, and the rest of it is coming from other people and their choices. How those things affect you will depend upon what you’re willing to accept.

ARIES: Mar 21—Apr 20
You have a hard time coming to terms with the fact that you might not be right about everything. Between people who seem like they’re exactly what you need and others who’ve arrived to tell you a thing or two, you’re a little confused.
“Stonewall Headline”

Solution on page 47

Across
1 Foreman, formerly of NGLTF
4 Frisbee, for one
5 Marlon Brando’s hometown
14 As to
15 Sarah of Alaska
16 Rubber stamp
17 Eyelid ailment
18 Humped antelope
19 In the public eye
20 Start of a New York Post headline after Stonewall
23 Stirred up
24 Title for A. Spear
25 However, briefly
26 Unhappily Ever After actor
27 Sitarist Shankar
30 Radiant
32 NASDAQ rival
34 Fey of 30 Rock
36 Students may take them out
37 More of the headline
40 Name derived from Nicholas
43 Austria’s capital, to Austrians
44 Watch a NY Liberty game here
48 Irritating
50 ___ of Seventeen
52 Toto’s home state (abbr.)
53 Come out on the beach
54 Surg. locales
56 Everett’s ___ Monkey Zetterland
58 End of the headline
62 Adult filly
63 Western director Sergio
64 His grandmother had a Woody
66 Art Deco design name
67 Shaft of a knight
68 Trickle through the cracks
69 Twosome
70 Second name in cross-dressing
71 Doest own

Down
1 Wrong (prefix)
2 Reformer Susan B.
3 Cattle calls, e.g.
4 Is abundant
5 Unzipped partner?
6 International ___
7 “What a shame”
8 Dropped hankie and such
9 Mitchell of NBC News
10 Lucie’s father
11 Brewed drink for teetotallers
12 Golfer Patty
13 “No glove, no love” subjects
21 Finish’d
22 Avoid going straight
23 Hightailed it
28 Vidal’s A ___ from the Diners Club
29 Torso opening
31 Give the slip to
33 Prefix with lateral
35 In the sack
38 “Lead ___ into temptation”
39 Casey Jones, e.g.
40 Got excited
41 Hollinghurst’s The Swimming-Pool ___
42 Edmonton’s province
45 Many a place near Aspen
46 Ball whackers, in Ping-Pong
47 U-turn from SSW
49 Gate design
51 C. Marlowe’s tongue
55 Golfer Sam
57 Overhand stroke, for Mauresmo
59 It gets spilled at wild parties
60 Beat it
61 Peruvian native
65 Quit, with “out”

By Dave Brossell

This Paper is 100% RECYCLABLE
Outdoor Music Festival takes place in the parking lot behind Sue Ellen'son May 5 featuring Uh Huh Her with The L Word's Leisha Hailey. Coles Whalen, Heather Knox, Eric Himan, Bad Habits and The Bright also perform at this pet- and family-friendly event. …

Leather Knightsholds AWOL 5 — A Weekend of Leather (All Hands on Deck). The weekend begins with a bar crawl on May 3 beginning at 8 p.m. at Woody's Upstairs Back Patio, 9 p.m. at JR.'s Bar & Grill, 10 p.m. at the Round-Up Saloon, 11 p.m. at the Hidden Door and ending at midnight at Dallas Eagle 'til close. May 4 events take place at the host hotel with an afternoon shore excursion to Skivvies. A Sunday farewell brunch with champagne and awards takes place at Dallas Eagle at noon. …

Girl's Night Out with Peggy Honea begins at 10 p.m. at Alexandre's on May 3. Andrea Dawson appears May 4. …

JR.’s Bar & Grill has an Ashley Allen CD giveaway of her instantly infectious pop single Let's Go on May 9. …

BJ's NXS Squeaky Clean Foam Party takes place on May 3 on the newly renovated patio. …

Zeus Comics holds a mixer at Dallas Eagle on May 3 with DC Comics' Phil Jimex. …

Best Friends Club has a '90s party on May 3. Come dressed in '90s attire and get ready for some great '90s music and trivia. …

The Brick holds a college night party on May 9. …

To view more Scene photos, go to DallasVoice.com/Category/Photos.
Alyssa Edwards and friends at ‘RuPaul’s Drag Race’ watching party at the ilume.

The seventh annual Outdoor Music Festival takes place in the parking lot behind Sue Ellen’s on May 5 featuring Uh Huh Her with The L Word’s Leisha Hailey, Coles Whalen, Heather Knox, Eric Himan, Bad Habits and The Bright also perform at this pet- and family-friendly event. … Leather Knights holds AWOL 5 — A Weekend of Leather (All Hands on Deck). The weekend begins with a bar crawl on May 3 beginning at 8 p.m. at Woody’s Upstairs Back Patio, 9 p.m. at JR’s Bar & Grill, 10 p.m. at the Round-Up Saloon, 11 p.m. at the Hidden Door and ending at midnight at Dallas Eagle ’til close. May 4 events take place at the host hotel with an afternoon shore excursion to Skivvies. A Sunday farewell brunch with champagne and awards takes place at Dallas Eagle at noon. … Girl’s Night Out with Peggy Honea begins at 10 p.m. at Alexandre’s on May 3. Andrea Dawson appears May 4. … JR’s Bar & Grill has an Ashley Allen CD giveaway of her instantly infectious pop single Let’s Go on May 9. … BJ’s NXS Squeaky Clean Foam Party takes place on May 3 on the newly renovated patio. … Zeus Comics holds a mixer at Dallas Eagle on May 3 with DC Comics’ Phil Jiminez. … Best Friends Club has a ’90s party on May 3. Come dressed in ’90s attire and get ready for some great ’90s music and trivia. … The Brick holds a college night party on May 9. …

To view more Scene photos, go to DallasVoice.com/Category/Photos.


### entertainers, adult

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address 1</th>
<th>Address 2</th>
<th>Phone 1</th>
<th>Phone 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### healthcare

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address 1</th>
<th>Address 2</th>
<th>Phone 1</th>
<th>Phone 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### real estate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address 1</th>
<th>Address 2</th>
<th>Phone 1</th>
<th>Phone 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### restaurants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address 1</th>
<th>Address 2</th>
<th>Phone 1</th>
<th>Phone 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STONEWALL BEHAVIORAL HEALTH, INC.</td>
<td>3906 Lemmon Ave., #400; 817-312-9919; drgk.org.</td>
<td>909 W. Magnolia Ave. #2, Ft. Worth; 817-832-3910; iplayfw.org.</td>
<td>3102 Oak Lawn; 214-521-4580.</td>
<td>5445 La Sierra Dr., Ste 420; 214-599-2600; ZinisPizza.com.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### clubs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address 1</th>
<th>Address 2</th>
<th>Phone 1</th>
<th>Phone 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address 1</th>
<th>Address 2</th>
<th>Phone 1</th>
<th>Phone 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### clubs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address 1</th>
<th>Address 2</th>
<th>Phone 1</th>
<th>Phone 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEEP SUSHI</td>
<td>817-332-5507.</td>
<td>817-731-7406; 214-948-4746;</td>
<td>972-786-5849; 4113 Lomo Alto; 214-521-7470.</td>
<td>817-731-7406; 214-948-4746;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Andrew Collins
URBAN SPECIALIST SAYS "SOLD"
AND I CAN DO THE SAME FOR YOU!

Contact Andrew Collins to sell your urban property today!
214-668-8287 AndrewCollins@KW.com

REALESTATE FOR SALE

Sizable One Bedroom
Available Now!

www.dallasvoice.com
www.dallasvoice.com
www.dallasvoice.com

REALESTATE FOR RENT

www.dallasvoice.com
www.dallasvoice.com
www.dallasvoice.com

GREG HOOVER
Classifieds Account Manager

PHONE:
214.754.8710
EXT. 123

FAX:
214.969.7271

E-MAIL:
hoover@dallasvoice.com

54 DallasVoice.com/classy

05.03.13
I am a Personal Assistant (I CAN PROVIDE YOU ) Trustworthy dedicated services INCLUDING: Organizing/Personal errands/Offices duties/Appointment scheduling/Pet care/House cleaning/Travel arrangements/Events/Clothes & Grocery shopping 214.801.8355 dianemoten01@hotmail.com

Stable, Professional Currently in a dead-end position

SEeks: Long-term Employment Opportunities.
Ten Years Retail Management plus twenty years in hospitality.
Let’s talk. (He direct sales, please.) Minimum 60K - GMH emp24jt@hotmail.com

Dallas non-profit agency seeks full- time, motivated professional to provide outreach services to those at risk of HIV. Night and evening work required. Salary 28-30K + benefits. Send resume: hr@dallascouncil.org.

Dallas Eagle is hiring for a Bartender and a Barback. Pay is hourly plus tips. Apply in person after 5pm at 5740 Maple Ave Dallas

Sales Consultants wanted for Mad Outre, MK Jackson’s custom designs. Please call 817.933.5751 or email madoutrewonderland@gmail.com for details.

AIDS Arms Inc. is seeking a Program manager for its HIV/STD prevention initiative, Project CONNECT. Requirements include a Master’s Degree and two years experience. State of Texas licensure is required. Interested candidates should forward resumes to careers@aidsarms.org.

Classifieds
Giving You a Leg Up on the Competition Since 1984

05.03.13  dallasvoice  55
Bilingual case manager needed for local housing and supportive services agency serving people living with HIV/AIDS. Strong communication skills and knowledge of Dallas County resources. BA/BS in social work, human services, or related field required. Program experience working with home- less population, persons with disabilities, or substance abuse desired. Resumes can be faxed to 214-941-8144 or ygarcia@aidsdallas.org.
AMAZON CIRCLE: Women's symbolic language evolved through Moon & Tree of Life symbolism. NOW ORGANIZING NEW GROUP For info call 214-240-1473.

Kadampa Meditation Center Texas offers meditation classes at two locations in Dallas. Just Drop In! Thursdays @ 6:30-7:30pm @ Resource Center of Dallas Visit: meditationintexas.org

Need A Therapist? Edward Richards M.A., LPC.

3 Critical Qualities You Should Expect From Your Therapist:

• A therapist who is non-judgmental & compassionate
• A therapist who participates and gives you feedback
• A safe environment in which to be open and discuss your feelings

214-766-9200 wellmind.net

A TWO INCH AD IN THE DALLAS VOICE CLASSIFIEDS IS ONLY $54/WEEK OR $183.60 FOR 4 WEEKS

Mark Berry MyDallasMassage.com 214-810-4531
dallasvoice.com/classy

Dallas Voice Classifieds
PLACE YOUR AD TODAY
214-754-8710 Greg Ext. 123

TARGET MARKETING
Dallas Voice Classifieds
214-754-8710 ext 123

SCOTTBESEDA.COM
4411 LEMMON AVE. DALLAS, TEXAS 75219 214-219-6610
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Society for companion animals need volunteers. Please contact office@soocietyforcompanionanimals.org

DivA Volleyball Spring League 2013
Starts February Come Play with Us!
Contact: vpmembership@divadallas.org
or visit www.divadallas.org

do you wanna ride?
join spectrum
Motorcycle Riding Club,
the largest GLBT motorcycle group in the region. Please visit: spectrum-mrc.com to learn more."

Dallasvoice.com

If someone is bullying you or someone else
Please tell your school teachers, principle, counselors, and parents.
After it is proven that the person you turned in is a bully then you will receive a $100 reward from Debra’s Bully Busters. Negative name calling and harassment about sexual orientation or anything else is harmful to all of our children. Whether they are gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, or straight. We are working to raise money for AIDS Arms Life-Walk. Please contact me on Facebook anytime at Debra Henry-Wear.

GayDorm.com

ANNOUNCEMENTS

FULL BODY MASSAGE
Sat. & Sun. at Salon Aura (On Cedar Springs Strip)

Full Body Swedish / Deep Tissue
Chair Massage $1.00/Min.

Don’t Get Rubbed The Wrong Way.

Bill 214-923-0786 * MT048804

By J.R.

MT-111007

MT-021814

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Bullying you or someone else
Please tell your school teachers, principle, counselors, and parents. After it is proven that the person you turned in is a bully then you will receive a $100 reward from Debra’s Bully Busters. Negative name calling and harassment about sexual orientation or anything else is harmful to all of our children. Whether they are gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, or straight. We are working to raise money for AIDS Arms Life-Walk. Please contact me on Facebook anytime at Debra Henry-Wear.

GayDorm.com

ANNOUNCEMENTS

It's Time For A Massage
Call Jay Green Massage
214-280-0237

Professional In-Call's Only
Open 9 am - 9 pm Every Day
Convenient Downtown Location

VIGOR
Personal Training & Massage Studio
Summer is coming and it's time for you to shine!
NEW LOCATION
Same Great Prices & Services!

Robert Elerdy
903-422-6044
by Appointment Only

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Club For Lease
The Only Night Club
Available on Cedar Springs
that has enough parking for a mixed beverage permit.
3851 Cedar Springs
Reduced Rent 214-357-6575

POKER
Free Roll Poker TournamentS
In the gayborhood
BRICK • Thursdays
Game Starts at 7:30
Nightly prizes & $500 Grand prize!
For More info go to: pocketrocketsdallas.com

DALLASVOICE.COM/Classy

More Massage
on your Mobile!
COME OUT FOR HERSCHEL
Saturday May 4th 11-2pm at the ilume Courtyard

Early Voting Ends - May 7th 2013
GAY and Diverse Community Leaders endorse Herschel For Dallas City Council District 2:

Michael Miliken-
Co-Founder Stonewall Democrats &
Vice President, Oak Lawn Committee

Jared Pearce-
Former President, Dallas Stonewall Young Democrats

Hon. Jose Plata-
Former DISD School Board Trustee

Hon. Craig McDaniel-
First Openly Gay Dallas City Council Member

Jesse Tafalia, Jr.-
LULAC 4871 Rainbow Council President

David Morris-
Democratic Dallas County Precinct Chair 4021

Michael Hendrix-
CEO Red Digital Media

Ken Smith-
Founder Revitalize South Dallas Coalition

Jessica Gonzalez-
Democratic Dallas County Precinct Chair 3077

William Busby-
Republican Tarrant County Precinct Chair 4256

Patricia Porter-
Founder, Dallas Business Committee for the Arts

Robert Moore-
Co-Founder Dallas Voice

Sergio Garcia-
President Dallas County East Democrats

Judy Pollack-
Former Chair, Office of Cultural Affairs Commission

100’s of Endorsements-
www.HerschelForDallas.com

GAY SETS THE PACE TO WIN THE RACE.

Come Meet Herschel from 11-2 on Saturday, May 4th at ilume.

“I’m OUT and Proud to be your Voice.”
- Herschel Weisfeld

Drinks and Food Provided by Spike Vodka and Mattito’s Tex-Mex

Pol. Ad paid for by Herschel Weisfeld Campaign, Gilbert A. Castillo, Treasurer, P.O. Box 191002, Dallas, TX 75219.